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ABSTRACT
SEGMENTED POLYURETHANE ELASTOMERS WITH
LIQUID CRYSTALLINE HARD SEGMENTS
SEPTEMBER 1995
WEIMING TANG,
B.S., EAST CHINA UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor William J. MacKnight
Segmented liquid crystalline polyurethanes (LCPUE) have been studied
with hard segments composed of the mesogen 4,4'-bis(6-hydroxyhexoxy)-
biphenyl, 2,4-tolylene diisocyanate, and 2,6-tolylene diisocyanate and soft
segments composed of poly(tetramethylene oxides). Differential scanning
calorimetry and wide-angle X-ray scattering experiments show the existence of
an enantiotropic mesophase in the hard domains of the elastomer. Furthermore,
the mesophase can be oriented by elastic deformation, and it forms a more
ordered packing during this process. The tensile properties of these segmented
polyurethanes are determined by their morphologies and can be manipulated
by controlling the hard- and soft-segment concentration ratio.
The linear viscoelastic properties of a segmented polyurethane referred
to as LCPUE 1000 have been studied. The rheological study indicates a
broad transition from a viscoelastic solid to a viscoelastic liquid at the
isotropization temperature of the mesophase. We conclude that the
vii
aggregation ol li(|i,icl crystalline hard segments does enhance the connectivity
of the molecular structure, and this is supported hy the results of a kinetic
study with dynamic mechanical spectroscopy (l)MS). I>hysical gelation
studies idenlify a li(|uid/solid transition when cooled to 100 "c or below and
show the characteristic critical behavior at the gel point with a power law
relaxation spectrum at low frequencies.
Segmented licjuid crystalline polyurethanes (LCPUH) have been further
studied by infrared spectroscopy. The orientation function achievable in the
hard segments results from the combination of mechanical strain and stress-
softening. F'urthermore, elastic deformation induces the rearrangement of
some hard segments in the mesophase into a more ordered packing. High
teinperature infrared spectra have been correlated witli thermal transitions of
the LCVilli, and a ii(|uid licjuid microphase separated morphology above the
isotropization of the mesophase appears to exist.
Segmented |)olyurethane elastomers with monodisperse isomerically
pure hard segments (IHJIi) and isomerically nuxed hard segments (LCPUE)
have been synthesized by treating amine-terminated hard segments with
poly(oxytetramethylene) bischloroformale in the presence of an acid acceptor.
Differential scanning calorimetry and wide angle X-ray scattering experiments
show the existence of crystalline phases in the isomerically pure hard domains
of PUIts and a mesophase in the isomerically mixed hard domains of LCPUE,
respectively. Copolymerization and/or blending of the pure isomers (PUE)
destabiize the crystalline phase, forming an enanliotropic mesophase in the
elastomer.
viii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1-1 Thermoplastic Polvurftthane Elastomer
Polyurethane chemistry and technology opened the way to a new
generation of high performance materials such as foams, coatings, adhesives,
elastomers and fibers. Based on a straightforward polyaddition reaction, the
polyurethanes showed to be very versatile polymers. Materials with specified
properties can be produced from the wide variety of the chemicals used.
Today, thermoplastic polyurethane elastomers play a significant role within
the family of thermoplastic elastomers. 12
Pioneering polyurethane work was initiated by Otto Bayer and his
coworkers in 1937.3 Their original goal was to improve or duplicate the
properties of synthetic nylon fibers. Subsequently, the elastomeric properties
of polyurethanes were recognized by DuPont^ and by ICI.5 By the 1940's
polyurethanes were manufactured on an industrial scale. Early polyurethane
elastomers consisted of basically three components:
1 . a polyether or polyester macrodiol
2. a chain extender such as water, a short-chain diol, or a diamine
3. a diisocyanate, e.g. naphthalene- 1,5-diisocyanate (NDI).
However, these polyurethane elastomers were not yet real thermoplastic
polyurethane elastomers in the proper sense of the definition, since their
1
melting temperature was higher than the decomposition temperature of the
urethane linkages.
It was the great progress that NDI was replaced by diphenylmethane-
4,4'-diisocyanate (MDI) in the above mentioned three component system.
Schollenberger of B. F. Goodrich described a TPU in 1 958.6 Simultanously,
DuPont announced a Spandex fiber called Lycra, a polyurethane based on
MDI. By the early 1960's Goodrich marketed Estane, Mobay Texin, Upjohn
Pellethane in the U.S.A. Bayer and Elastogran marketed Desmopan and
Elastollan in Europe, respectively.
In the following years, much emphasis was spent to elucidate the
nature of bonding, structure-property relationship, etc. It is well established
now that TPU owe their unique properties to a domain structure which is
achieved by the phase separation of these multi-block polymers.
One type of block, the hard segment, is formed by addition of the chain
extender, e.g., butanediol, to the diisocyanate, e.g. MDI. The other type is the
soft segment and consists of the flexible polyether or polyester chains which
interconnect two hard segments. At room temperature, the soft segments are
thermodynamically incompatible with the polar hard segments, which leads to
a microphase separation. A part of the driving force for phase separation is
attributed to the development of crystallinity of the hard domains. Upon
heating above the melting temperature of the hard domains, the polymer forms
a viscous melt which can be processed by thermoplastic processing
techniques such as injection molding, extrusion, blow molding, etc.
Subsequent cooling leads again to segregation of haid and soft segments.
In general, TPU are synthesized by mixing all of the reactants together
at temperature above 80 °C. The reaction can be carried out in different ways.
The so called "one-shot method" involves mixing all the ingredients together.
I-i ll)c "prcpcly.ncr method" the polyol is reacted first with the diisocyanate to
give an isocyanate eiidcapped prepoly.ner, which is further reacted witli the
chain extender.
TPU were the first polymeric materials to combine both rubber elasticity
and thermoplastic characteristics. The soft segments usually form an elastomer
matrix which accounts for the reversibly elastic properties of TPU, with (he
hard segments acting as multifunctional tie points functioning both as
physical crosslinks and reinforcing fillers. However, these crosslinks can be
reversibly overcome by heat or by solvation. Then by cooling or on
desolvation a I IMI network is reformed.
liy varying the hard segment concentration, the Young's moduli of
TPU range from 8 MPa uj) to about 2()()() MPa and the strains at break up to
I ()()() percent.7.« These materials also process a high resistance to abrasion, up
to ten times that of natural rubber, and excellent tensile strengths of up to
55 lVIPa.'>
It is obvious that morphology of microphase separated systems plays
an important role in determining the material ullimale properties. By
controlling variation of the morphology, desired properties of a product can
be obtained. Hence, the morphological investigation is essential for
understanding structure-property relationships.
Cooper et al'^' studied j)olyester and polyether polyurethanes by using
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Iodine was used to stain the hard
domain. It was concluded thai the hard domains were from 30 to 100 A for
both the |)olycster and polyether urethanes. ^Schneider et al" studied the
MDI/BDL based segmented polyurethanes by TEM and found spheruliles on
the order of one micrometer, which were believed to arise from the
crystalli/able hard segments. Briber and Thomas '2 found the crystal forms in
MDI/BDl hard segments in a polypropylene oxide based polyurethanes which
were prcjiared by one-stage method.
Considerable efforts have been made to elucidate the nature of TPU
hard segment domains.'^ -7 Recently, Blackwell et al. extensively studied the
structure (^f hard segments in Mni/diol/polytetramethylene adipate
polyurethanes by X-ray diffraction. They used butanedio! (BDO),
propanediol (l>D()), and ethylene glycol (BDO) as chain extenders. ih.1'>
Poly(MI)I/BI)0) was found to be the most crystallizable hard segment. Based
on conformational analysis and model compound considerations, it was
concluded that poly (MDI/BDO) existing in its fully extended chain
conformation can form a hydrogen bonded network in two dimensions
perpendicular to the chain axis. In contrast, poly (IVini/PDO) and
poly(MI)l/l':i)()) crystallized in higher energy contracted conformations,
which are necessary for a nonstaggered packing of the chains. The above
findings were confirmed by the results of Eisenbach2<» who reported on (he
synthesis and analysis of a series of soft and hard segments under strictly
controlled conditions. Oligomers from MDI and HIX) were synthesized and
endcapped. By SAXS measurements it was shown that MDI/BDO based
oligourethanes crystallize in an extended chain without chain folding.
Furthermore, interphase mixing phenomena in TDI-based
jiolyurethanes were extensively studied by Schneider and coworkers. 21 24
Block polyuicthanes were prepared from 2,4- and 2,6-TDI isomers. DSC,
X-ray scattering, IR analysis and thermomechanical studies were used to
investigate the structural organization and thermal transitions in these
products. It was found tiiat the degree of phase segregation strongly
depended on the TDI symmetry and the soft segment molecular weight. The
Tg of 2,4-TDI polyurethanes with polyether soft segment of M„ ca. I ()()()
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showed a strong dependence on composition, indicating extensive phase
mixing occurred. In contrast, comparable 2,6-TDI based polyurethanes
displayed a highly ordered structure as revealed by a concentration
independent Tg and a high temperature transition attributed to melting of the
crystallizable hard segment. Changing the soft segment molecular weight
from 1000 to 2000 led to phase segregation in the 2,4-TDI series and further
improved phase segregation in the 2,6-TDI series. The results are in agreement
with similar results obtained with a polycaprolactone diol-based TPU.25,26
Furthermore, it was confirmed by a paper of Senich and MacKnight.27
1.2 Liquid Crystalline Polvmer
Liquid crystalline polymers (LCP) are an important class of materials
because of their ability to show spontaneous anisotropy and readily induced
orientation in the liquid crystalline state. When polymers are processed in the
liquid crystalline state, the anisotropy is maintained in the solid state and leads
to the formation of materials that sustain great strength in the direction of
orientation. An important example of utilizing this anisotropy is in the
formation of aromatic polyamide fibers which are spun from shear oriented
liquid crystalline solutions. 2«'29
These lyotropic mesogenic materials require the solvent presence in
order to produce a mesophase, in contrast, thermotropic mesogenic
compounds exhibit a mesophase in the melt state at temperatures above the
crystalline solid state and before the formation of an isotropic melt.^^'
Mesophase-forming polymers may either contain the mesogenic group
5
directly in the main chain, or the mesogen may be present as a pendant group
in the side chain.
Flexible spacers have been extensively employed to separate
mesogenic groups placed in the main chain from each other, and the backbone
flexibility achieved by this approach has improved the solubility and lowered
transition temperatures of materials in comparison to those of the pure rigid
rod polymers of same composition.^' In order to further improve their
processability, thermotropic rigid rod polymers may be modified in other ways,
and such polymers are receiving considerable interest for potential fiber
applications because they can be processed by melt spinning techniques.32
Other methods can be used to reduce the transition temperatures of
main chain LC polymers to a suitable range; these include: (1) the introduction
ot substituents, (2) the addition of an element of dissymmetry to the main
chain by copolymerizing mesogenic units of different shapes and (3)
copolymerizing non-linear, non-mesogenic units.33 These mechanisms
preserve the lineaiity and stiffness of the rigid rod polymer chain but hinder
crystal or liquid crystal packing, and can produce materials with reduced
transition temperatures without adversely affecting the range of mesophase
stability.
Liquid crystals are classified into three major categories based on the
type of ordering within the mesophase. A nematic phase exhibits
orientational order but no positional order; i.e., the centers of gravity of the
molecules aie randomly located; A cholesteric liquid crystalline phase consists
of a helical stacking of nematic layers; A smectic phase possesses
orientational order within the layers.
The principal techniques used to characterize liquid crystals are
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), polarized optical microscopy (POM),
and wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS). DSC can measure the thermal
energy gained or lost by the system as phase transition occurs. Crystal to
liquid crystal, liquid crystal to isotropic, and liquid crystal to liquid crystal
transitions are all first order and therefore give rise to peaks in a DSC
temperature scan. The enthalpy and entropy of each transition can be
calculated from the peak areas.
POM is used to observe birefringent textures which result from spatial
fluctuations of the director within the sample.34 Nematic phases typically give
rise to the so-called schlieren texture; smectic phases can produce several
different types of textures, including schlieren, mosaic and fan-shaped
textures.
WAXS measures the periodicity of electron density over a scale of
about 4 A-4() A. In a three-dimensional crystal, the WAXS diffraction pattern
consists of many sharp reflections, indicating a high degree of order that
persists over a long range. In a liquid crystal, the WAXS reflections are fewer
and less sharp. Nematic phases show only a single reflection, at a spacing on
the order of 4 A-5 A, corresponding to the distance between the long axes of
the molecules. The reflection is diffuse, indicating that the interchain distance
is not uniform. Smectic phases show this reflection, plus an additional
reflection at low angles, which corresponds to the spacing between layers.
Ordering within the smectic layers can cause the outer reflection to sharpen
and sometimes to resolve into two or more components. In samples that do
not possess long-range orientation, the reflections aie seen as rings; in
oriented samples, the low-angle reflections are usually meridional spots or arcs
and the high-angle reflections are usually equatorial aics. Low molecular
weight liquid crystals can be oriented by placing the sample in a magnetic
field. Polymer liquid crystalline phases can be oriented by uniaxial stretching.
Of the many thermotropic liquid crystalline polymers that have been
reported in the literature, only a few are polyurethanes. This is partly because
of the chemical instability of the polyurethane functional groups at
temperature above 1 80 °C. Liquid crystalline polyurethanes are of interest for
their potential application as high-strength fibers and plastics because of the
strong tendency of the formation of hydrogen bonds. Ordered phases that
incorporate hydrogen bonds are likely to gain thermodynamic stability from
these interactions. This may have a profound effect on the structure and
thermal behavior of mesophases in these polymers.
In our previous studies, both the isomerically pure 2,4-tolylene
diisocyanate- and 2,6-tolylene diisocyanate-4,4'-bis(6-hydroxyhex
oxy)biphenyl polyurethanes were found to be crystallizable and also to
display monotropic liquid crystalline phases.35,36 Cocrystallization of the
isomerically pure polymers does not occur. The crystalline phase can be
destabilized relative to the liquid crystalline phase, thus forming an
enantiotropic liquid crystalline phase by altering the structure of the polymer,
for example, by copolymerization and/or blending of the isomers. Stenhouse
and MacKnight37 obtained an enantiotropic liquid crystalline polyurethane
(refeiTed to as LCPU) from 4,4'-bis(6-hydroxyhexoxy)biphenyl with 2,4-
tolylene diisocyanate and 2,6-tolylene diisocyanate at equal molar ratio.
Tanaka and Nakaya reported main-chain thermotropic liquid crystalline
polyurethanes derived from 4,4'-bis(2-hydroxyethoxy)biphenyl (DHB)38 and
bis(p-oxymethylphenyl)terephthalate (BOPT),39 each with four isocyanates:
hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI), dicyclohexyhTiethane-4,4'-diisocyanate
(H12MDI), cyclohexane-l,3-di(methylisocyanate) (H6XDI), and 2,4-tolylene
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diisocyanate (TDI). In the first series, the polyurethanes DHB/HDI,
DHB/H„MDI, DHB/H,XDI, and DHBTOI were reported on the basis of DSC
and optical microscopy to display mesophases within temperature ranges of
188-203 °C, 147-172 °C, 135-193 °C, and 151-193 °C, respectively.
Mormann40 synthesized a series of poly(diesterurethane)s based on
diisocyanatoesters and a,co-alkanediols. Four of these polymers were
reported to be liquid crystalline. The mesophases were declared nematic on
the basis of miscibility studies with low molecular weight nematogens. The
crystalline melting temperatures were between 226 °C and 285 °C; clearing
temperatures were all slightly above or below T.^.
Mormann and Bramm4i synthesized a series of polyurethanes using
mesogenic diisocyanates. The mesogenic units consisted either of two
aromatic rings, or one aromatic ring and one cyclohexyl ring, connected by an
ester linkage. Some of the aromatic rings contained methyl substituents, the
purpose of which was to lower the transition temperatures of the
polyurethanes by inducing the structural irregularity and also by sterically
hindering hydrogen bonding. However, only the polyurethanes made from
unsubstituted diisocyanates showed liquid crystalline phases. The
mesophases were monotropic and nematic, with T^ close to 250 °C and Ti in
the range of 222-258 °C.
1.4 Dissertation Objectives and Overview
Segmented liquid crystalline polyurethane elastomers (LCPUE) are a
new class of block copolymers composed of alternating liquid crystalline hard
and amorphous soft segments. The thermodynamic incompability between
9
the hard and soft segments results in the aggregation of hard segments,
forming physical cross-lmks in the network. Due to the formation and nature
of the liquid crystalline hard domains, their response to an applied strain
should be different than that in a system with crystalline domains, thus,
LCPUEs may be sensitive to external mechanical, electric and magnetic fields,
and exhibit properties characteristic of both physically cross-linked elastomers
and liquid crystalline materials over a wide temperature range before the
isotropization of the liquid crystalline hard domains occurs. One of the
primary objectives of this dissertation is to establish a model system in the
thermoplastic elastomers and to understand the formation of liquid crystalline
phase acting as multifunctional physical cross-links. The emphasis is on the
orientation and response of liquid crystalline phase under an applied strain
which may achieve a highly oriented and perfected structure.
Chapter 2 details the synthesis, phase characterization and tensile
properties of LCPUEs.42 Differential scanning calorimetry and wide-angle
X-ray scattering experiments show the existence of an enantiotropic
mesophase in the hard domains of the elastomer. The comparison between the
LCPUE and LCPU is made to elucidate the behavior of the mesophase in the
elastomers.
Chapter 3 applies rheology^^ to characterize the linear viscoelastic
properties of LCPUE, it indicates a broad transition from a viscoelastic solid to
a viscoelastic liquid at the isotropization temperature of the mesophase.
Furthermore, a physical gelation method is used to identify a critical
liquid/solid transition in the vicinity of isotropization of mesophase.
Chapter 4 presents infrared spectroscopic analysis of LCPUEs.'^^ jhg
first section discusses the dichroism work performed on each of materials as a
function of strain. The second section focuses on the highly localized mode
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of the amide I region (carbonyl stretching), which is sensitive to conformation
change under strain and temperature.
Chapter 5 discusses the structure-property relationships with regard to
the hard domain ordering aspect in LCPUE.45 Segmented polyurethane
elastomers with monodisperse isomerically pure hard segments (PUE) and
isomerically mixed hard segments (LCPUE) have been synthesized.
Differential scanning calorimetry and wide-angle X-ray scattering experiments
show the existence of crystalline phases in the isomerically pure hard domains
of PlJEs and a mesophase in the isomerically mixed hard domains of LCPUE,
respectively.
Chapter 6 includes the conclusions of the dissertation and suggestions
for future work.
n
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CHAPTER 2
SEGMENTED POLYURETHANE ELASTOMERS WITH
LIQUID CRYSTALLINE HARD SEGMENTS.
1. SYNTHESIS AND PHASE BEHAVIOR
2.1 Abstract
Segmented liquid crystalline polyurethanes (LCPUE) have been studied
with hard segments composed of the mesogen 4,4'-bis(6-hydroxyhexoxy)-
biphenyl, 2,4-tolylene diisocyanate, and 2,6-tolylene diisocyanate and soft
segments composed of poly(tetramethylene oxides). Differential scanning
calorimetry and wide-angle X-ray scattering experiments show the existence of
an enantiotropic mesophase in the hard domains of the elastomer. Compared
with nonsegmented polyurethane containing the same mesogen, the
isotropization temperature of the mesophase in the elastomer is depressed. This
is a result of the oligomeric structure of the hard domains. The endotherm
corresponding to the isotropization transition is also broadened, reflecting a
lack of uniformity of the hard domains. Furthermore, the mesophase can be
oriented by elastic deformation, and it forms a more ordered structure during
this process. The tensile properties of these segmented polyurethanes are
determined by their morphologies and can be manipulated by controlling the
hard- and soft-segment concentration ratio.
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2.2 Introduction
Segmented block copolymers with alternating sequences of hard and
soft segments are an important class of thermoplastic elastomers. The
thermodynamic incompatibility between the hard and soft segments normally
results in a microphase-separated structure. The hard segments fom glassy or
crystalline domains which act as physical cross-links to form a network. For
example, in polyurethane elastomers, the hard segments based on
diphenyhnethane-4,4'-diisocyanate and short-chain diols develop crystallinity
in the hard domains which act as multifunctional junction points and fillers.
Elastomeric chemically cross-linked networks with liquid crystalline side
chains have been described, '-2 and a few studies in the literature report the
introduction of mesogens into the hard segment in the physically cross-linked
thermoplastic elastomers. ^ ^ xhe resulting polymeric structure consists of
alternating liquid crystalline and amorphous segments which form main-chain
liquid crystalline elastomers, a new class of polymeric material. The elasticity of
this novel material ai ises form the conformational entropy changes which the
soft segments undergo upon stretching, and the mesophase can be oriented by
mechanical strain. Due to the liquid crystalline nature of the hard domains,
their response to an applied strain should be different than that in a system
with crystalline domains, and such an applied strain may result in a highly
oriented and perfected structure. At high elongations, the amorphous soft
segments will tend to become anisotropic as well. Thus, this kind of elastomer
may exhibit unusual anisotiopic mechanical, electrical, and optical properties,
leading to future technological applications.
Thermotropic liquid crystalline polyurethanes have been studied5-9 for
their potential application as high-strength fibers and plastics. In our previous
16
studies, both the isomerically pure 2,4-tolylene diisocyanate- and 2,6-tolylene
diisocyanate-4,4'-bis(6-hydroxyhexoxy)biphenyl polyurethanes were found to
be crystallizable and also to display monotropic liquid crystalline phases.
Cocrystallization of the isomerically pure polymers does not occur. The
crystalline phase can be destabilized relative to the liquid crystalline phase,
thus forming an enantiotropic liquid crystalline phase by altering the structure
of the polymer, for example, by copolymerization and/or blending of the
isomers. Stenhouse and MacKnight^o obtained an enantiotropic liquid
crystalline polyurethane (refened to as LCPU) from 4,4'-bis(6-
hydroxyhexoxy)biphenyl with 2,4-tolylene diisocyanate and 2,6-tolylene
diisocyanate at equal molar ratio. The current elastomers (referred to as
LCPUE) are based on this LCPU structure as the hard segment, and we have
compared the properties of LCPUE with LCPU in view of the understanding
of the behavior of the mesophase in the elastomers. Poly(tetramethylene
oxide) with different molar masses (650, 1000, 2000) is used as the soft
segment.
2.3 Experimental Section
2.3.1 Materials
2,4-Tolylene diisocyanate (2,4-TDr, Fluka) and 2,6-tolylene diisocyanate
(2,6-TDI; Aldrich) were purified by vacuum distillation. Poly(tetramethylene
oxides) (PTMO; 650, 1000, 2000; PolyScience) were dried in vacuo for 3
days at 50 °C. Dimethylformamide (DMF) was dried over molecular sieves and
distilled under reduced pressure. 6-Chloro-l-hexanol (97%), 4,4'-
dihydroxybiphenyl, ethyl alcohol, and 1 ,4-dioxane were used as received.
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The syntheses of the mesogenic chain extender 4,4'-bis(6-hydroxy
hexoxy)biphenyl (Diol-6) and of liquid crystalline polyurethane elastomers
(LCPUE) are outlined in Figures 2.1 and 2.2.
2-3.2 4,4'-Bis(6-hvdroxvhexoxv)biphen yl (Diol-6^
A total of 90 mL of ethyl alcohol was placed in a 250-mL three-necked
flask equipped with a dropping funnel, a reflux condenser, and a magnetic
stirrer. To this flask were added NaOH (6.72g, 0.168 mol) and 4,4'-
dihydroxybiphenyl (7.7g, 0.042 mol), and the mixture was heated to 70 °C. 6-
Chloro-l-hexanol (25g, 0.183 mol) was added dropwise. The reaction mixture
was refluxed for 24 h and poured into water. The precipitated material was
filtered off and recrystallized three times from dioxane to yield a white
powdery compound. Mp: 174.0-174.5 °C. NMR (DMF-dv): 5 1.33-1.79 (m,
1 6 H,-(C//2)4-), 3.51 (t, 4 H, C//2OH), 4.02 (t, 4 H, -CH2OA1), 4.36 (t, 2 H, OH),
im (d, 4 H, o-phenoxy), 7.56 (d, 4 H, m-phenoxy).
2.3.3 Synthesis of Liquid Crystalline Polyurethane Elastomers (LCPUE)
Conventional polyurethane synthesis conditions were used for the
preparation of LCPUE.
n
To a 500-mL four-necked flask equipped with a condenser,
thermometer, mechanical stirrer, and argon inlet-outlet were successively added
PTMO (Mw= 650, 1000, 2000) (0.007 83 mol), the 1:1 (w/w) mixture of 2,4-
tolylene diisocyanate (1.36 g, 0.0007 83 mol) and 2,6-tolylene diisocyanate
(1.36 g, 0.0007 83 mol). The reaction mixture was mechanically stirred at
100 °C under aigon for 2.5 h. Then DMF (15 mL) and Diol-6 (3.02g,
0.007 82 mol) were added, and the reaction was held at 100 °C for 50 h. DMF
was added as the reaction proceeded to keep the solution viscosity low
18
Scheme I:
HO-h(^) <^)^0H + CI— (CH2)6—OH
NaOH/EtOH
HO-CH2—(CH,),—CH-O-^O)-<0^^^''~^^^'^'
lire 2. 1 The synthesis of mesogenic chain extender 4,4'-bis(6
hydroxyhexoxy)biphenyl (Diol-6)
19

enough to allow stining. The white polymer was precipitated out by pouring
the hot, viscous solution into methanol. After Soxhiet extraction of material in
methanol to remove DMF and unreacted starting material, the product was
dried in vacuo.
The list of the chemical shifts of the i^C NMR spectrum in LCPUE is
given in Table 2. 1
.
The spectrum was obtained with a 20-s recycle delay and
the decoupler gated off except during acquisition.
2.3.4 Polymer Characterization Techniques
Molecular weights relative to polystyrene standards were determined
by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) in THF and DMF as eluents with
flow rates of 1 mL/min. The GPC instrument was equipped with three Polymer
Labs columns (HP, 1()4 and 10^ A) for THF as the eluent (40 °C) and four
Water Ultrastyragel columns (500, HP, 10^ and 10^ A) for DMF as the eluent
(70 C). The measurements were made by using UV and RI detectors,
respectively.
A TA instrument 2910 differential scanning calorimeter was used to
determine the thermal transitions. Indium was used as a standard for
calibration. First-order transitions (e.g., mesophase-isotropic phase, etc.) were
taken as the maximum or minimum of the endothermic or exothermic peaks.
Glass transitions ( TgS) were taken as the half-height of the change in the heat
capacity.
and ' ''C NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian XL-200 and XL-
300 spectrometer, respectively. TMS was used as an internal standard.
Optical textures were studied with an Olympus polarizing optical
inicroscope equipped with a Linkam hot stage and an Olympus photocamera.
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x-ray powder and fiber diagrams of the polymer were recorded using
Ni-filtered Cu Ka radiation in a Statton camera. The X-ray camera length was
calibrated with CaCOs
Tensile tests were performed in an Instron Universal testing machine
Model TTBM. The LCPUE was cast into a film between 0.1 and 0.2 mm thick
and cut into ring samples 3.94 mm in width. The rings were elongated to break
at a rate of 50 mm/min, at room temperature. These tests except for the sample
thickness had been carried out in accordance with the specification of ASTM
D4 12-87.
2.4 Results and Discussion
2.4.1 Constitution of the Segmented Polvurethane Elastomers
The reactivity of the isocyanate groups of 2,4- and 2,6-tolylene
diisocyanate,i4 by considering the combination of electronic and steric effects,
gives the following sequence of reactivity: 4-NCO (2,4-TDI) > 2-NCO (2,6-
TDI) > 2-NCO (2,4-TDI with 4-urethane) > 6-NCO (2,6-TDI with 2-urethane).
Since equal reactivity of the hydroxyl end groups of PTMO, as well as of the
Diol-6 end groups, can be assumed, which is not affected by the conversion of
one of two hydroxyl groups into a urethane linkage, the difference of the
reactivity of the isocyanate groups in the system has no specific effect on the
2,4- and 2,6-TDI distribution along the chain; i.e., the TDI isomers aie randomly
built into the chain.
The possible prechain extension of poly(tetramethylene oxide) with TDI
during the prepolymer formation is shown in Figure 2.2, and the relatively
small amount of residual TDI reacts with Diol-6 in the following chain
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extension reaction to form longer hard segments. In this context, the
polydispersity of the PTMO should also be discussed. The idealized hard-
segment structure is perturbed by the incorporation of Diol-6 repeating units,
and low molar mass homologues of the H-[0(CH2)4Jn-OH series, especially with
n =1
,2, might not contribute to the soft segment of the segmented block
copolymer but participate in the liquid crystalline hard domain formation.
Table 2.2 shows the average molar masses and molar mass distributions
(MMD) of the polymers as obtained from GPC measurements in two different
solvents. The MMD values are close to 2, expected for conventional
condensation polymerization. The relative molar masses, compared with
polystyrene standards, are comparable to those of conventional polyurethane
elastomers. The difference in the molar masses obtained from THF and DMF as
solvents (eluents) reflects the fact that THF is a poor solvent for the liquid
crystalline hard segments and their possible aggregation in THF, especially
evident for the LCPUE 650 sample. This illustrates the importance of the
proper choice of a solvent as the eluent in molar mass determination.
2.4.2 Thermal Characterization ''^
DSC thermograms for LCPU and LCPUE are shown in parts A and B of
Figure 2.3. In the low-temperature region. Figure 2. 3A and Table 2.3 show a
decrease and narrowing of the Tg of the soft segment of LCPUE with an
increase of the soft-segment molar mass. The endotherm in Figure 2.3A
represents melting of the soft-segment crystallites in LCPUE 2000. It has been
suggested that the critical molar mass required for PTMO soft-segment
crystallization in segmented polyurethanes is about 3000.'"^ In the present
case, this is achieved by prechain extension during the prepolymer formation
of LCPUE 2000.1^
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Tabic 2.2 Mol^u^ mj.ss characterization obtained from GPC analysis i
1 1 11^ and DMT solvents
Polymer
LCPUE 650
LCPUE 1000
LCPUE 2000
Mw ^fMD »)
(in THF Solvent)
60,000
75,400
45,700
2.17
2.00
1.84
Mw MMD
(in DMF Solvent)
32,100 1.82
42,500 1.95
33,600 2.01
a) MMD= Mw/ Mn
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-aOO .600
-400
-200
Ttiii|K*rjlure ("C)
00 20 0
(A)
I'enipcrjiure (X)
(B)
Fi£;iire 2.3 (A) DSC low-temperature thennouranis for LCPUE at a
heatinn rate of 10 K/min: (a) LCPUE 650, (b) LCPUE 1000.
(c) LCPUE 2()()(). (B) DSC liinh-temperature thermograms
for LCPUE at a heatinc rate of 10 K/min: (a) LCPUE 650.
(b) LCPUE 1000, (c) LCPUE 2000, (d) LCPU
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In Uic high-temperature region (Figure 2.3B), a distinct enclothermic
peak around 145 °C is found lor LCPU. High-temperature polarizing optical
microscopy shows that this corresponds to the isotropization temperature (T,).
Compared with the LCPU homopolymer, the endotherm in LCPUC is shifted to
lower temperature and appears to consist of two endotherms separated by an
exotherm. The lower temperature endotherm occurs at ca. 100 °C, and the
higher temperature occurs at ca. 128 °C (Table 2.3). High-temperature X-ray
powder diffraction patterns show that the second endotherm is related to the
meso|)hase-is()tropic phase transition. TUc depression of T; relative to that of
LCPU is associated with the oligomeric structure of the hard segment in the
LCPIJE. This is similar to the behavior of the melting points (T,„) of 2,4-TDi
and 1 ,4-butanediol model oligomers with different numbers of repeating units
and structural regularity.'" Monodisperse hard-segment polyurethane
elastomer studies' ^ ''^ ^o have also shown a decrease of the transition
temperature with a decrease of the number of repeating units in the hard
segment. Furthermore, the broadening of the endotherm in the LCPUF reflects
the lack of uniformity of the mes()|)hase domains. It could be caused by
structural irregularity in the mesophase resulting from the incorporation of
butanediol and dihydroxydibutyl ether in the hard segments (Figure 2.2, n= 1,2
in PTMO) and/or by the distribution of micromesophase sizes and the influence
of the structure of the interfacial region.
Figure 2.4 shows the DSC traces of LCPUE 650 at different heating
rates. At the slow heating rate of 2K/min (Figure 2.4, curve a), there is
predominantly one broad endotherm at about 120 °C, corresponding to the
high-temperature original endotherm. As the heating rates are increased, the
low-temperature endotherm increases at the expense of the high-temperature
endotherm. For the 80 K/min heating rate, the low-temperature endotherm
28
Tempt-ratiire (°Q
Figure 2.4 DSC thermograms for LCPUE 650 at different heating
rates: (a") 2, (b) 10, (c) 40, (d) 80 K/min
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predominantes and the high-temperature endotherm is only visible as a weak
shoulder (Figure 2.4, curve d). This behavior can be explained by the
existence of two mesophases of different thermodynamic stability in the
LCPUE. The melting behavior of model compounds suggests it might be
related to 2,4-TDI and Diol -6 isomeric structure. At sufficiently low heating
rates, the thermodynamically more stable phase is created during heating by
the reorganization of the less stable one. Similar thermal behavior has also
been observed for LCPUE 1000 and 2000.
Annealing of LCPUE at 105 °C, which is above the isotropization
temperature of the lower temperature mesophase, narrows the endothermic
transition peak and yields the higher temperature mesophase (Figure 2.5). X-
ray diffraction patterns of the annealed LCPUE samples show that the
reflection at 4.5 A sharpened substantially, indicating improved lateral packing
order in the mesophase. Another interesting phenomenon is the increase of the
heat of isotropization of the mesophase with decreasing soft-segment molar
mass. This may be due to the contribution of the low molar mass fraction of
poly(tetramethylene oxide) in the formation of the mesophase. Especially in
LCPUE 650, short oligo(tetramethylene oxide) chains can further extend the
hard segments. The effect will decrease as the low molar mass fraction of
poly(tetramethylene oxide) decreases when the average molar mass increases.
Figure 2.6 shows that the development of the mesophase is both
thermodynamically and kinetically controlled. If the LCPUE 650 sample
quenched from the isotropic phase to 65 °C is heated immediately at a heating
rate of 10 K/min (Figure 2.6, curve a), two distinct endotherms are observed
separated by an exotherm. Following the same procedure, after quenching the
sample to 75 °C, no endotherm appears in the subsequent heating cycle; but it
is only upon annealing for, e.g., 20 min, that the endotherm appeals again.
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Teni[>crature ( "C)
Fiqure 2.5 DSC thermograms for LCPUE at a heating rate of 10 PC/min after
annealinci at 105 "C for 3 h: (a) LCPUE 650, (b) LCPUE
1000, (cfLCPUE 2000
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Teiiipcruture ( °C)
Figure 2.6 DSC thermograms for LCPUE 650 at a heating rate of
10 K/min after quenching the sample from 180 "C to the
following temperature: (a) 65 ''C, (b) 75 "C, (c) 75 "C and
annealed at 75 '^C for 20 min, d) 100 "C, (e) 100 ^'C and
annealed at 100 ''C for 20 min, (f) 100 "C and annealed at
100 for 90 min
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Compai-ed to this, a longer anneahng time, e.g., 90 min, is required to observe
the endothermic transition for the sample quenched to lOO °C. Curves a, b,
and d in Figure 2.6 reflect the effect of thermodynamics on mesophase
formation in the different supercooled samples. Comparison of curves b and c,
as well as d or e and f, reveals the additional kinetic effects in mesophase
formation. This systematic varying of the sample thermal history also indicates
that the mesophase formation occurs from a liquid-liquid microphase separated
system.
2.4.3 Textural Observations with Polarizing Optic^il Microscopy
The observation of the LCPU sample which is cooled from the isotropic
melt (155 °C) shows a Schlieren texture under the polarizing optical
microscope (Figure 2.7). Unlike a nematic phase in which the Schlieren texture
exhibits singularities with two brushes,2i this sample shows only singularities
with four associated brushes. This suggests a smectic mesophase in the LCPU
homopolymer.
For the LCPUE samples, no birefringence is observed under the
polarizing optical microscope. This means that the size of the mesophase
microdomain is smaller than the wavelength of the polarized light.
2.4.4 X-rav Diffraction
X-ray diffraction patterns are presented in Figure 2.8 for the oriented
and unoriented LCPU and LCPUE 1000 samples with different thermal
histories.
Two distinct rings are observed in the unoriented LCPU sample (Figure
2.8a); a sharp inner one implies a lamellar spacing of 14.3 A, which is indicative
33
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Figure 2.7 Polaiizing optical micrograph of the LCPU mesophase
obtained on cooling trom the isotropic melt
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(e) (f)
Figure 2.8 Room-temperature X-ray diffraction patterns: (a) LCPU
sample without orientation; (b) LCPU fiber drawn from
the melt; c) unstretched LCPUE fiber drawn from the melt;
(d) stietched LCPUE fiber drawn from the melt; (e)
unstretched annealed LCPUE fiber; (f) stretched annealed
LCPUE fiber
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of long-range positional order in the structure. This is consistent with the
layered morphology of a smectic phase. The diffuse outer ring occurring at
4.5 A corresponds to the interchain spacing and reflects the packing of the
molecules within the layers of the smectic phase.22,23
Figure 2.8b shows the X-ray fiber pattern for the LCPU sample drawn
rapidly from the melt. Instead of the outer ring in the unoriented sample, two
diffuse equatorial arcs appear and correspond to an interchain spacing of
4.5 A. Simultaneously, the intensity of the inner ring on the meridional
position is increased, and additional reflections are present as well. Together
with the Schlieren microscopic texture, these results indicate a smectic phase
polydomain morphology. 24
Parts c and d of Figure 2.8 show the X-ray diffraction patterns for the
unstretched and stretched LCPUE 1000 fiber drawn from the melt. The
scattering from the liquid crystalline hard domain is superimposed on the
scattering of the soft domain. One can discriminate the diffuse outer ring
(4.5 A) resulting from mesophase diffraction and the halo (3.8-4.7 A) from the
PTMO scattering. At 500 % elongation, the increased equatorial arcs illustrate
that the liquid crystalline domains are oriented uniaxially. The sharpening of
o
the equatorial reflection at 4.5 A, which is related to the spacing between the
haid segments, suggests that there is an improvement of the lateral packing
order in the mesophase. In this context, it has to be pointed out that such as
improvement in chain packing can be achieved for multiblock copolymers with
semicrystalline polyurethane hard domains only by a combination of stretching
and annealing. 25-26 indicates the ease with which mesophase hard
domains can be reorganized by stress, because of their flow properties.
Figure 2.9 illustrates a schematic model for the improvement of the packing of
the mesophase in a haid domain and its alignment upon elongation.
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Figure 2.9 Sclicmatic models for the aggregation of lic|iiid crystalline
hard segments in LCPUE: (a) iinoriented sample, (b)
oriented sample
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The effect of annealing on the X-ray diffraction pattern of LCPUE 1000
fiber drawn from the melt is shown in parts e and f of Figure 2.8. A total of 3 h
of annealing at 105 °C improves the mesophase order, and a sharp reflection at
4.5 A is observed. The agreement of the spacing observed with that of the
biphenyl distance in a liquid crystalline polyurethane of 2,6-TDI and Diol-6^
suggests a similarity between the mesophase in the hard domains of the
elastomer and the development of a lateral register between the neighboring
biphenyl groups during the thermal treatment. As for the unannealed sample,
Figure 2.8f illustrates that elongation leads to perfection and orientation of the
mesophase.
2.4.5 Tensile Tests
The stress-strain properties of LCPUE are shown in Figure 2.10. It is
obvious that the mesophasic hard-segment content has a profound effect upon
the stress at a given strain probably due to a filler effect. Since the overall
molecular weights of these samples aie comparable, the distinct differences in
elongation at break can be attributed to the morphological differences in these
LCPUE samples. As compared with LCPUE 1000 and 650, the relatively small
content of the mesophase in LCPUE 2000 leads to low tensile properties and
elongation at break. The superior tensile properties of LCPUE 1000 and 650
may result from the presence of a lamellar or possibly bicontinuous mesophase
and an amorphous soft phase.^7
38
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Figure 2.10 Stress-strain curves of LCPUE 650, (b) LCPUE 1000,
(c) LCPUE 2000
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2.5 Conclusion
In this type of main-chain liquid crystalline elastomer, the formation of a
mesophase is achieved by the self-assembly of the hard segments. The elastic
deformation can orient the mesophase and lead to macroscopic anisotropy in
the material. The elasticity results from the conformational entropy change of
soft segments.
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CHAPTER 3
A SEGMENTED POLYURETHANE ELASTOMER WITH LIQUID
CRYSTALLINE HARD SEGMENTS. 2. RHEOLOGICAL STUDY
3.1 Abstract
The linear viscoelastic properties of a segmented polyurethane refened
to as LCPUE 1 ()()() have been studied. LCPUE lOOO is a microphase-
separated polymer with submicron mesophases as physical cross-links, and its
rheological study indicates a broad transition from a viscoelastic solid to a
viscoelastic liquid at the isotropization temperature of the mesophase.
Furthermore, it has been found that time-temperature superposition applies in
the isotropic state (160 to 1 10 °C). We conclude that the aggregation of liquid
crystalline hard segments does enhance the connectivity of the molecular
structure, and this is supported by the results of a kinetic study with dynamic
mechanical spectroscopy (DMS). Physical gelation studies identify a
liquid/solid transition when cooled to 106 °C or below and show the
characteristic critical behavior at the gel point with a power law relaxation
spectrum at low frequencies. Estimates are given for the relaxation exponent
and the stiffness of the critical gel.
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3.2 Introduction
Segmented polyurethane elastomers are an important class of polymeric
materials consisting of thermodynamically incompatible hard and soft
segments. The existence of microphase-separated domains, caused by
aggregation of the hard and soft segments, has been well established. In order
to achieve an anisotropic mesophasei in the hard domams, the mesogenic
units are introduced as chain extenders.
The rheological behavior of thermotropic liquid crystalline polymers
(TLCP) has been studied2 ^ for their unconventional phenomena which
depend upon temperature and phase morphology. The viscosity of the
nematic phase, for example, is usually considerably smaller than that of the
isotropic phase, except at low frequencies or shear rates, where the viscosity
grows to very large values which might be explained as a yield stress.
For the present study, the chemical structure of a main-chain TLCP is
interrupted by soft segments. This alternating chain structure results in a two-
phase morphology comprised of mesophasic hard and amorphous soft
domains. A preceding paperi describes the synthesis and physical
chaiacterization of the material refened to as LCPUE 1000. A DSC
experiment with a heating rate of 1 .5 K/min shows the glass transition
temperature of the soft segment at -51 °C and the isotropization of the
mesophase occurring over a wide range from 1 10 to 144 °C. The breadth of
the transition originates from the mesophase size distribution and from diffuse
interfaces between the mesophasic and the amorphous domains. Here, we use
rheological means to probe this thermal process and to further understand the
viscoelastic solid/liquid transition.
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Gelation or gel formation is a connectivity transition which results in a
change of viscoelastic properties. On the molecular scale, this process is
caused by cross-linking from either chemical covalent bonds or physical
interactions. On the macroscopic scale, the gelation results in a liquid/solid
transition, which can be monitored by means of rheology. Here, it should be
pointed out that the term "solid" means the rubberlike state of a cross-linked
polymeric material. It is not intended to suggest a glassy or even crystalline
body with a clearly defined melting temperature.
In physically cross-linking processes, hard segments of macromolecules
can aggregate to form physical junctions via hydrogen bonds, van der Waals
forces, electrostatic attractions, and others. If the lifetime of the junctions is
sufficiently long and molecular clusters grow in size, the polymer will exhibit a
liquid/solid transition with a critical behavior at the transition point. The zero-
shear viscosity diverges to infinity, and an equilibrium modulus starts to grow
from zero after the gel point. Near the gel point, small-amplitude oscillatory
shear is the preferred method in rheological experiments since it probes the
sample without rupturing the evolving structure. Dynamic mechanical
spectroscopy (DMS) is used within the linear viscoelastic range to obtain
complex moduli^
G* = G + i G" (1)
Where G' represents the in-phase or elastic component and G" the out-of-
phase or dissipative component of G*.
Chambon and Winter^ ^ have pointed out that, at the critical gel point
of a polymer, the frequency dependence of the dynamic moduli follows a
power law:
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.G,' = C'Vlaii 5, = S a)nr( 1
-,i)cos 5, for 0< w < a)„ (2)
where r( I -n) is the gamma function, S the gel stiffness, co the frequency, and n
the relaxation exponent. 1 he subscript c indicates the vahdity of the equation
at the critical gel point, rurthermore, the loss angle becomes frequency
independent at this transition point, and n can be calculated according to:
= 1171/2 with tan = {G1G\ (3)
Winter and co-workers have used DMS to study physical gelation.i" i ' ''^ For
exam|)le, the gelation of a I PH-polypropylene comprised of multiple blocks of
stereoregular and stereoirregular sequences is driven by the crystallization of
the stereoregular block; the relaxation modulus at the physical gel point obeyj-
the power law (eq 2). The validity of this equation is attributed to the critical
gel's structural self-similarity.
3.3 Experimental Section
3.3.1 Materials '
The polymer used in this study was synthesized via solution
polymerization. In the first stage of the reaction, a prepolymer was prepared
from poly(tetramethylene oxide) (Mw= lOOO) and the 1:1 mixture of 2,4-
tolylene diisocyanate and 2,6-tolylene diisocyanate at 100 °C. This was
followed by the chain extension of the mesogen 4,4'-bis|(6-
hydroxyhexyl)oxy|biphenyl. The resulting polymer, referred to as
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LCPUE lOOO (Figure 3.1), has 42.3 wt % of hard segments. The average
molar mass (M.) determined by gel permeation chromatography in a THF
solvent was found to be 75 400 (relative to polystyrene standards) with a
polydispersity index of about 2.
3.3.2 Sample Preparation
Samples for rheological measurements were molded at 150°C under
vacuiMTi and then slowly cooled down to room temperature at a rate of
5 K/min.
3.3.3 Rheological Measurements
Small-amplitude oscillatory sheai" experiments were performed on a
Rheometrics dynamic spectrometer (RDS) 7700 using concentric disk fixtures,
with a disk diaineter of 25 mm and a gap width of about 1 mm after thermal
adjustments, which assumed a fixture expansion of 1 pm/K. A nitrogen
atmosphere was used to prevent oxidation in the experiments above 80 °C
In order to investigate the material in its linear viscoelastic region, the
periodic shear strain was varied from 0.05 to 0.25 in the higher temperature
range (100-160 C) and from 0.0125 to 0.02 in the lower temperature range
(0-100 °C). Dynamic shear frequencies ranged from 0.1 to 500 rad/s. The
viscoelastic properties of the sample were obtained from the oscillatory strain
and its periodical torque response.
The isothermal consecutive frequency sweep (CPS) method allowed us
to track the kinetics of the physical gelation process. The measurements were
made with a strain of 0.02 in the frequency range of 0.1-10 rad/s.
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Time-temperature superposition and related data analysis were carried
out with the IRIS software. The kinetic experiments on the phase transition
were analyzed with the GELPRO software of Mours et al.12
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Temperature Scans
The dynamic moduli of the LCPUE 1000, measured at a frequency of
10 rad/s and strains of 0.02-0.25, decayed monotonically with increasing
temperature; see Figure 3.2. Both heating and cooling scans with a rate of
1
.5 K/min indicate a reversible broad transition from a viscoelastic soUd
behavior to liquid behavior but did not reveal the exact instant of a first-order
phase transition. However, this gradual rheological transition occurs in the
same temperature range as the thermal events which are associated with the
mesophase isotropization in DSC studies. 1 It should also be noted that there
is a small "hysteresis loop" between heating and cooling runs in Figure 3.2.
Moduli are lower on the cooling run than on the heating run. Figure 3.2. also
shows the temperature of crossover (G'=G") at 132 °C in the heating mode
and at 1 10 °C in the cooling experiment. The difference in the crossover
temperatures and the hysteresis are due to the kinetic effect of the mesophase
formation. In reference to the crossover temperature at 1 10 °C, the dynamic
moduli G* of the cooling scan have been studied further for both the
viscoelastic liquid (160 °C^110 °C) and the viscoelastic solid (1 10 °C^20 °C)
regions.
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3-4.2 Viscoelastic Liquid Zonp
Figure 3.3 shows the results of isothermal frequency scans at 110, 120,
140 and 160 C. In order to erase annealing history, samples were brought to
the isotropic state at 160 °C after each measurement and then back to the
experimental temperature. In Figure 3.3a, a master curve is constructed with a
reference temperature of 120 °C. The loss moduli G" are consistently laiger
than the storage moduli G'. At low frequencies, the slopes of G' and G" aie 2
and 1
,
as expected for a viscoelastic liquid, such as a polymer melt. In Figure
3.3b, the absolute value of complex viscosity r|* (T1* =: g*/o) ) has a constant
value of 10^ Pas at low frequencies and starts to decrease with increasing
frequency as the material exhibits shear thinning behavior. Time-temperature
superposition is possible (see the master curve at a reference temperature
T() = 1 20 C). The temperature shift factors follow the AiThenius type of
temperature dependence with an apparent activation energy of
60 kJ/mol.
3.4.3 Viscoelastic Solid Zone
Isothermal frequency scans for various temperatures are shown in
Figure 3.4. The values of the storage moduli G' are always larger than those of
the loss moduli G", as is chaiacteristic for most viscoelastic solids. The slopes
of the modulus-frequency plots are much smaller than those in the viscoelastic
liquid zone (Figure 3.3a). A zero slope is approached at low frequencies, as is
typical for solids.
3.4.4 Evolution of Viscoelastic Behavior during Physical Gelation
The crossover G' = G" is known to occur not exactly at the gel point'^
but often is close to it. Therefore, it has often been used for rough estimates of
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the gel pomt. For LCPUE 1 ()()(), the gel point is reached with G" bemg about
10 times larger than G', as will be shown below.
The gelation from the viscoelastic liquid to the viscoelastic solid is
strongly dependent on thermal history. The evolution of viscoelasticity was
studied by heating the sample to 1 60 °C, where it foims a polymeric melt,
followed by quenching to a temperature below 1 10 °C. Here we chose 106,
101
,
and 99 "c for the isothermal gelation process. Figure 3.5a shows the
growth of the dynamic moduli versus time at a constant frequency of
0.463 rad/s. The quenching to 99 °C gives the fastest growth of the moduli,
indicating the connectivity changes to be caused by physical processes. The
observed growth at 106 °C depends on the frequency (Figure 3.5b), being
more pronounced at low frequencies.
In spite of its dependency upon temperature and frequency, the gel
point, a liquid/ solid transition, can be distinguished by a loss tangent which, at
a constant temperature, is independent of frequency. Figure 3.6 shows the
tan 5 measured at 0.1, 0.215, 0.463, 1.0 and 2.15 rad/s as a function of elapsing
O
time at 106 C. The crossover of tan 5, which approximately equals 10. 1 , is
observed as frequency independent. The corresponding tune is 1090±20 s for
the formation of the critical gel. As the time passes, the viscoelastic liquid has
increased its elasticity (Figure 3.7). It is further substantiated by the steady
increase of the storage modulus G' (Figure 3.8). At the critical gel point, the
relaxation exponent n equals 0.937. From eq 2, the value of the gel stiffness S
is calculated as 107 Pas".
3.4.5 Softening of the Solid State
In the reverse process, the physical gel is "melted" by the isotropization
of the mesophase, resulting in a viscoelastic transition from solid to liquid.
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Five isothermal CFS scans at 125, 132, 136, 143, and 150 °C are given in
Figure 3.9. The change of loss tangent versus time is indicated by the arrows
in the figure. As the sample is heated above 132 °C, tan 8 increases
continuously with time, indicating the development of the terminal zone
behavior, as is typical for an isotropic fluid. At 1 25 °C, the decrease of the
tan 8 values with time shows an increase of the elasticity by annealing.
3.5 Discussion
.
The physical network formation of the segmented copolymer results in
a distinct change from a viscoelastic liquid to a viscoelastic solid. This is
accompanied by a significant rise in the storage and loss moduli.
Submicrometer-sized mesophasic domains are formed and act as physical
cross-links. The rheological hysteresis in Figure 3.2 is due to the kinetic
effects of ongoing structural reorganization.
In the high-temperature liquid phase, time-temperature superposition
behavior shows that the morphology of the polymer remains the same upon
cooling from 160 to 1 10 V. This does not necessarily imply the existence of a
single phase, since even binary separated phases have been reported to obey
time-temperature superposition. Furthermore, in the cooling scan from
160 C, a kinetically controlled gelation takes place at temperatures below
110 °C.
The CFS scans in the heating mode show that the isotropization of the
mesophase occurs at a higher temperature than its formation. The
development of the terminal zone corresponds to the broad isotropization, as
observed by DSC However, in Figure 3.2, the softening effect of
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LCPUE 1000 before the isotropization is observed by the gradual decrease of
the dynamic moduli. This is largely due to the increased mobility of the soft
segments with mcreasing temperature, and other possible structural changes
resulting from the loss of sample connectivity.
A viscoelastic liquid/solid transition caused by physical cross-linking
has been identified by the rheological method, and a critical gel was observed
at 106 °C. For LCPUE 1000, we find the relaxation exponent n=0.94, a
relatively high value, compared with other critical gel data. i6 is in chemically
cross-linking systems, relaxation exponents are between 0.5 and 0.7.7 9, i9
physically cross-linking systems with crystalline units as hard segments, i o n
the relaxation exponents are usually between 0.11 and 0.13, with the
exception of the PVC plastisol system, which yields a value of O.8.20 The
relaxation exponent and the gel stiffness of 107 Pas" indicate a very soft
structure with a high degree of internal mobility in LCPUE 1000.
3.6 Conclusion
A broad viscoelastic solid/liquid transition is observed by rheology. A
mechanical hysteresis and a crossover (G'=G") temperature difference
between heating and cooling scans are due to the kinetically controlled
transition. The CPS method has been applied to identify the viscoelastic
transition at 106 °C and shows the existence of a critical gel, which obeys a
power law. The quantitative analysis yields values for the gel stiffness and the
critical exponent, which indicate a soft gel structure with a high degree of
mobility.
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CHAPTER 4
SEGMENTED POLYURETHANE ELASTOMERS WITH
LIQUID CRYSTALLINE HARD SEGMENTS.
3. INFRARED SPECTROSCOPIC STUDY
4.1 Abstract
Segmented liquid crystalline polyurethanes (LCPUE) have been studied
by infrared spectroscojDy. The nematic liquid crystalline hard domains act as
physical cross-links and can be oriented by the application of mechanical
strain. The orientation function achievable in the hard segments results from
the combination of mechanical strain and stress-softening. Furthermore, elastic
deformation induces the rearrangement of some hard segments in the
mesophase into a more ordered packing. High temperature infrared spectra
have been correlated with thermal transitions of the LCPUE, and a liquid-liquid
microphase separated morphology above the isotropization of the mesophase
appears to exist.
4.2 Introduction
Segmented block copolymers with alternating liquid crystalline hard and
amorphous soft segments aie a new class of thermoplastic elastomers. Due to
the chemical structural differences between the hard and soft segments, a
microphase-separation occurs, consisting of liquid crystalline hard domains
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and amorphous soft domains. The liquid crys.aMine hard domains act as
physical cross-links for the network and tend to become macroscopically
anisotropic during elongation. Hence, mechanical strain may restdt in a highly
oriented thermoplastic elastomer, i
Thermotropic liquid crystalline polyurethanes have been studied for
their variable phase behavior and potential application as high-strength
libers.2-4 In previous studies, Stenhouse et al.^ obtained an enantiotropic liquid
crystalline polyurethane (referred to as LCPU) from 4,4'-bis(6-
hydroxyhexoxy)biphcnyl with 2,4-tolylene diisocyanate and 2,6-tolylene
diisocyanate at equal molar ratio. The LCPU has been further investigated by
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), polarized optical microscopy and
wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS), and clearly exhibits a smectic
mesophase. In WAXS studies,2 an intense and sharp X-ray diffraction at
14.3 A is observed and assigned to the 004 layer reflection of the LCPU. One
additional weak meridional diffraction at 28.8 A arises from the 002 layer
reflection.
The elastomers described here (referred to as LCPUE) are based on this
LCPU structure as the hard segment and poIy(tetramethylene oxide) as the soft
segment. The mesophase in the LCPUE is formed by the aggregation of the
liquid crystalline hard segments. This is experimentally proven on the basis of
DSC, WAXS and rheology studies. '-^ Compared with the smectic mesophase
in LCPU, the WAXS pattern shows the disappearance of the sharp low angle
reflection in the LCPUE mesophase. This may be atti ibuted to the fact that the
liquid crystalline hard domain structure is perturbed by the polydispersity of
the hard segments and the incorporation of low molar mass homologues of the
poly(tetramethylene oxide) soft segments. The chemical structure modification
results in reduced position correlation in the mesophase by smearing out the
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layered n.orphology,^ and consequently leads to a nen.atic n.esophase with an
average inter-hard segment lateral packing of 4.5 A.
The mechanical properties of this type of segmented block copolymer
are strongly dependent upon domain structure and orientation. Hence, it is
important to determine how each of the domains detorms during the straining
process. Infrared dichroism is a useful method to monitor the orientation
behavior of specific p(.lymer chain segments, and affords a determination of
the degree of domain orientation induced by mechanical deformation.n
Infrared spectroscopy is also widely used to study chain-chain
mteraction and conformational order in polymers/^ '*' The molecular
interactions are related to the nature of the phase which determines the relative
arrangement of functional groups. Therefore, it is possible to investigate the
dependence of the mesophase microstructure on molecular interactions using
this technique, and much of the interest has focused on the analysis of
absorption bands which are involved in hydrogen bonding. Furthermore,
mechanical strain improves the lateral packing of the chains, and reduces the
degree of disorder within the mesophase. This increase in order can be
monitered by infrared spectroscopy and WAXS.
4.3 Experimental Section
4.3.1 Materials
The polymers were synthesized via solution polymerization. In the first
stage of the reaction, a prepolymer was prepared from hydroxy terminated
poly(tetramethylene oxide) (PTMO; Mw = 650, 1 ()()()) and the 1:1 mixture of
2,4-tolylene diisocyanate and 2,6-tolylene diisocyanate at 100 °C. This was
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followed by chain cxicnsion using the mcsogcn 4,4'-bis(6-
l>ydroxyhcxoxy)biphcnyl. The resulting pc>ly,.ers (Figure 4.
1 ), referred to as
Ln>lJH65()andl.(:i>UJi lOOO, have 65.1 w(% and 42.3 wt% of hard
segments, respectively.
4.3.2 infrared Spectroscopy
Infrared spectroscopic experiments were performed with an IliM Model
32 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. Data were collected at 2 cm-i
resolution with a miinmum of 128 scans. The L(M>UH films cast from CUC],
solution were sufficiently thin to be within an absorbance range where the
Reer-Lambert law was obeyed.
The applicability of infrared dichroism to therm()|)lastic elastomers
depends on the availability of characteristic absorption bands in the hard and
soft domains with known transition moment vectors. In LC'PUE samples, the
stretching vibration of the Nil part of the urethane linkage of the hard
segments, appears at 3286 cm i and is employed to characterize the orientation
of hard domains. The asymmetric ('-II stretching absorption occurs at
2935 cm i, and is used to describe the orientation of sof t domains. A small
portion of the methylene groups from the chain extender (Di()I-6) and the
methyl groups from TDI reside in the hard domains (17% in LCPIJE I ()()() and
25% in LCPUE 650) but do not affect the CH2 asymmetric stretching band
significantly, so it can be employed as the characteristic band for the soft
segment poly(tetramethylene oxide).
The dichroic ratio D lor a particular absorption band is defined by
(I)
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where A, and are the peak absorbancies of infrared radiation polmized
parallel and perpendicular to the stretching direction, respectively.
The orientation function for the absorbing species can be calculated
from
_
(Do+2) (D-1)
^~(Do-l)(D+2)
where Do= 2cot2a, defined as the dichroic ratio for perfect chain alignment.
Here a, the angle between the transition moment of the vibration and the chain
axis, is assumed to be 90" for both the N-H vibration and the C-H asymmetric
stretching bands in LCPUE samples. The orientation function ranges from a
value of -0.5 to 1
.0, f = -0.5 for perfect chain orientation transverse to the
stretch direction, f = 0 for random chain orientation, and f = 1.0 for perfect
orientation in the stretch direction.
The orientation function, f, can be further related to an average angle 6
by
f=<3cos2(e)-l>/2 (3)
where 9 is the angle between the chain segment and the stretching direction.
Thin LCPUE films were stretched to different strain levels. Polarized
and unpolaiized IR spectra were recorded 30 inin after the deformation had
taken place to allow sufficient time to reach orientation equilibrium.
High temperature infrared spectra were obtained by placing LCPUE
fihns between KBr windows, which were clamped between brass holders in a
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temperature-controlled cell monitored via thermocouples placed adjacent. The
heating rate of the LCPUE sample was controlled as 10 K/min.
4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 IR Dichroism
The orientation function-strain curves of hard and soft domains for
LCPUE 1 000 are shown in Figure 4.2. Overall there is a clear distinction
between the two domain orientations, illustrated by a much higher value for the
hard domain." This is largely attributed to the fact that the amorphous PTMO
(Mw = 1000) is above its Tg and tends to relax toward random conformations
after stress is applied. On the other hand, the orientation function of the soft
segments increases gradually to 0.20 with the strain, indicating that PTMO
undergoes conformational changes leading to chain orientation. The
mesophasic hard domain orientation function is found to be positive and
reaches its maximum (f = 0.37) at 600% strain. From this, one can conclude
that the mesophase orients parallel to the stretching direction.
It has been reported, in some types of polyurethane block copolymers,
that negative orientation of the hard segments is observed up to 400% strain.
Cooper and coworkers compared the orientation mechanisms of amorphous
and crystalline haid segment regions in MDI-polyurethane elastomers, and
found that only crystalline regions showed a transverse orientation at low
elongation with respect to the stretching direction. Bonait and coworkers ^^-i-^
conelated this observation with a proposed model. Hard segments were
oriented perpendiculai- to the longer axis of the domain, soft segments were
envisioned as being stretched initially to different extents, giving rise to local
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Figure 4.2 Orientation function-stjain curves for LCPUE 1000
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torques which twisted the hard segments preferentially transverse to the
stretching direction, and eventually led to parallel alignments at high strains.
In the current LCPUE 1000 sample, no negative orientation values of
the hard domains are observed in the range 0%-100% strain. This suggests that
the nematic mesophase (hard domain) is oriented in the direction of stretch
even at low strains.
The orientation function of the hard domains is used to calculate the
average ordering of the nematic mesophase (eq 3). At 0% strain, f = 0
indicating that mesophases orient randomly. At 800% strain, f = 0.37 and the
angle is 40.4' on average between the stretching axis and the local director of
the mesophase.
Figure 4.3 illustrates, in the LCPUE 650 sample, that the orientation of
soft segments is little affected by the change of poly(tetramethylene oxide)
molar mass. However, the decrease of the hard segment orientation function
may be attributed to the morphological difference between the two LCPUE
samples caused by the different concentration of soft segments, and the
maximum values of the orientation function are strain dependent.
4.4.2 Strain Induced Reorganization
There are two major regions of the infrared spectrum of LCPUE 1000
which are useful for understanding the reorganization of the nematic
mesophase. These are the N-H stretching region from 3100 to 3500 cm ' and
the amide 1 region from 1640 to 1780 cm '.
Amide I Mode
Figure 4.4 shows infrared spectra of LCPUE 1000 in the amide I region
as a function of increasing strain. A substantial increase of the intensity of the
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Figure 4.3 Orientation function-strain curves for LCPUE 650
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low frequency peak at 1692 cm-i is observed dunng the elongation. It is well-
known that the infrared band of H-bonded urethane carbonyls appeals at a
lower frequency than that of free urethane carbonyls Furthermore,
semicrystalline samples such as polyamidesi^ and polyurethanes^ have been
studied, and it has been found that C=0 groups in the amide 1 band are
sensitive to the differences in the pattern of hydrogen bonds that determine the
relative arrangement of the C=0 groups and the degree of dipole-dipole
interactions. The amide I band was resolved mto its constituents as hydrogen
bonded cai-bonyl groups in ordered ("crystalline") domains, hydrogen bonded
carbonyl groups associated with disordered ("amorphous") conformations and
non-hydrogen bonded (free) carbonyl groups.
In LCPUE 1000, thermal analysis and WAXS have previously shown
the existence of a mesophase, and suggested the reorganization of some hard
segments in the mesophase during mechanical strain. i IR spectroscopy
provides a more detailed technique to study localized microstructural changes
taking place during elongation. In Figure 4.5a, there are three different bands
at 1694, 1711 and 1735 cm-i in the amide I region, which correspond to
ordered hydrogen bonded, disordered hydrogen bonded and non-hydrogen
bonded free carbonyl groups. Other investigators have also observed carbonyl
bands at these frequencies in liquid crystalline polyurethanes and ascribed them
to different patterns of hydrogen bonds.9 i7 Here, both ordered and disordered
hydrogen bonded caibonyl groups exist in the mesophase, while the free C=0
groups aie at the domain interface and/or within the soft segment matrix. In
order to analyze the data quantitatively, curve fitting is employed to resolve the
amide I mode into its constituents. i^ i'^
The following assumptions aie made to permit a logical approach in the
procedure of curve fitting:
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Figure 4.5 Least-squares curve fitting of the amide I region of LCPUE
1000: (a) at 0 % strain (b) at 600 % strain
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1. The band shapes of the non-hydrogen bonded caibonyls and
disordered hydrogen bonded ones are assumed ,o be Gaussian. Together w,th
these two, a Lorentzian band shape is imposed on the ordered H-bonded
carbonyl peak. These assumptions afford a "best fit" of the original curve, and
the areas of the deconvoluted peaks are reasonable and consistent with other
experimental data.
2. The frequency, band shapes and band widths of these three bands are
assumed to be unchanged at different strains.
3. Curve fitting is limited to the spectral data of the amide I region
between 1780 and 1640 cm-i.
4. The absorption coefficients of these disordered hydrogen bonded and
ordered hydrogen bonded carbonyl bands aie assumed to be the same and
independent of the strength of the hydrogen bonding. The ratio of the H-
bonded/non bonded carbonyl band absorption coefficients is listed as being
1.7.18
Table 4.
1 summarizes the detailed results of the curve fitting of the
amide I region in the strain range of 0-600%. At 0% strain (Figure 4.5a), one
can observe that the disordered hydrogen bonded amide I band from the
nematic mesophase occurs at 1712 cm-i, the "free" band at 1735 cm-i and
ordered band at 1692 cm i. This is consistent with the results from the
previous wide angle x-ray studies. Figure 4.6a shows the diffuse outer ring at
4.5 A resulting from the nematic mesophase diffraction. These two types of
hydrogen bonding and other dipolai" interactions lead to the aggregation of hard
segments, and maintain the structural order within the mesophase. However,
cocrystallization of the isomeric 2,4- and 2,6- tolylene diisocyanate haid
segments does not occur. This means that no thermodynaiTiically stable
crystal phase exists in the hard domains.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.6 Rooin-temperature X-ray diffraction patterns: (a) iinstretched
LCPUE I ()()() fiber drawn from the melt (b) stretched
LCPUE lOOO fiber drawn from the melt
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Upon stepwise increase of the strain to 600% (Figure 4.5b), the aiea of
the disordered hydrogen bonded caibonyl band decreases substantially, and the
ordered one becomes significantly increased. This suggests that the
rearrangement of some hard segments in the mesophase has been achieved.
Mechanical strain reduces the disorder in the meophase by packing the hard
segments in a more regular fashion. In Figure 4.6b, WAXS studies show there
are two types of diffraction from the mesophase on the equatorial position.
The sharp reflection at 4.5 A conesponds to the ordered lateral hard segment
packing. The diffuse arc reflection at about 4.5 A relates to the continuing
presence of disorder in the nematic mesophase.
On the other hand, in Table 4. 1 , the aiea of the "free" amide 1 band has
increased with strain. This would suggest the disruption of hydrogen bonding
in some segregated hard domains, or hard segments pulling out from the hard
domains into the soft matrix. This is responsible for the stress-softening effect.
In order to illustrate the stress softening effect from mechanical
hysteresis, LCPUE 1 ()()() film is stretched for the flrst time to 100%, then the
strain is removed and the sample is restretched to 200%. The stress in the
second cycle is lower than that in the first up to 100%, after which it continues
in a manner following the flrst cycle. In a third cycle, a softening up to 200%
is observed due to the previous strain history. While the infrared spectroscopic
studies give a molecular interpretation of this phenomenon. Figure 4.7 shows
that the detached hard segments in the soft domains no longer support the
stress, giving rise to the observed softening."^
N-H Stretching Mode
Figure 4.8 shows infrared spectra in the range of 3100 to 3600 cm ' as a
function of increasing strain. At 0% strain, the spectrum is characterized by a
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Figure 4.7 Stress-softening of LCPUE 1000
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primai-y band of the hydrogen bonded N-H stretching vibration centered at
3290 cm and it can be approximated as a single Gaussian curve with a width
at half-height of 109.8 cm '. The band of non-hydrogen bonded N-H groups
only appears at about 3450 cm i as a small satellite peak. As strain is
increased, there is a steady decrease in the width of the hydrogen bonded N-H
stretching band (Table 4.2). Sandorfy2o and Molis et aPi reviewed the unusual
breadth of the hydrogen bonded N-H stretching mode and concluded that it was
due to anharmonic oscillations and disordered phase behavior. Hence, it can be
deduced here that the narrowing of the N-H band is another manifestation of
the reduction of disorder in the nematic mesophase and phase perfection under
mechanical strain.
4.4.3 Temperature Induced Phase Transition
The phase transition of the nematic mesophase in LCPUE 1000 is
manifested by two endotherms separated by an exotherm.' The lower
temperature endotherm occurs at ca. 101 °C, and corresponds to the
isotropization of the thermodynamically less stable mesophase. Then, it is
followed by the reorganization into the thermodynamically stable mesophase,
which isotropizes at ca. 128 "C. IR spectroscopy can be used to monitor the
microstructural changes during the thermal processes.
Amide I mode
Three discernible bands in the carbonyl stietching region aie observed
for LCPUE 1 ,000 film cast on KBr cell at room temperature. Consistent with
the previous study, the highest frequency component at 1734 cm ' corresponds
to carbonyls not involved in hydrogen bonding. The other two components, at
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Table 4.2
_
Hydrogen bonded N-H stretching mode of LCPUE 1000
0 3286 nn
100 32S6 • 00200 3284 If300 32S3 II
500 3283
600 3283 26
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1715 and 1694 cm i, are due to disordered and ordered hydrogen bonded
carbonyls within the niesophase, respectively.
Figure 4.9 shows inlrared spectra ol LCPUIi I ()()() ni (he range of 1650-
I SOO cm i recorded as a function of increasing temperature. It shot.ld he noted
that the spectra are plotted on an absolute absorbance scale and co.isequently
the changes in frequency, breadth and relative area can be directly compared.
The spectrum at 40 C is characterized by a strong absorbance at 1734 cm ' and
two additional broad bands at lower lrec|uencies. Upon heating the sample to
126 "C, the disordered hydrogen bonded carbonyl band decreases in absolute
intensity. This observation can be correlated with the low tem|)erature
cndothermic transition of IXM^IR I {)()() sample as shown previously. The
disordered hydrogen bonded carbonyl groups originate from the mesojihase
with less thermodynamic stability.
When the sample is heated to 150 C, the second stage isotropi/ation
occurs. This causes the disappearance of the low frequency band at 1694 cm
The ordered hydrogen bonded carbonyls are transformed into free carbonyls
and/or disordered hydrogen bonded cai bonyls in the amoi phous |)hase. Above
150 "(\ the presence of the band at 1715 cm ' suggests that urethane groups
can still interact with each other via hydrogen bonding and, indeed, li(|uid-
licjuicl microphase sejxuation may exist in the isotropic phase.
N-IJ stretcliin^i^ mode
Mgure 4.10 shows inlraied s|)ectia in the range of 3 100-3600 cm '
plotted on an absolute scale. As temperature is increased from 10 to 170 "C,
the broad hydrogen bonded N il stretching band shifts to higher fre(|uency.
Phis can be attributed to the fact that, during the isotropi/ation process, N il
groups dissociate and transform into "free" ones. (\)leman and Molis studied
S5
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(he dependence ihc N 1
1
absorption coelTicient on IVcqucncy in anu>, phous
polyanndes'H and polyinethanes,2. respec.ivcly. Their results indicate that the
absorption coelTicient doubles over the 40 cm ' range Ironi VU,() cm ' to
3320 cm 1. The reduction of the total area of the N-ll band in l,(Tl ]\i I ()()() is
another example of a substantial decrease of absorptivity with increasing N il
stretching Irecjuency.
4.5 Summary and Conclusion
In summary of results of the infrared investigation ol LCMHJI', it is
apparefit that mechanical strain tends to orient iIr- nematic mesophase, which
acts as physical cross-links of the network, in the direction of stretching.
The anudc I mode is well resolved into three constituents corresponding
lo ordered hydrogen bonded
,
disordered hydrogen boniled and Iree ( =(). In
the unstrained sam|)le, (he large amount of disordered hydrogen bonded
carbonyl band is more evidence for the lack ol shoit range positional order in
the IXMMin mesophase. Elastic defof niation reduces (he disorder in the
mesophase, shown by a substantial area increase of the hydrogen bonded
amide I band a( 1694 cm '.
The carbonyl stretching and N II stictching vibrations in the high
temperature IR spectra reflect microstructural changes during thermal
tiansitions. The presence of disordered hydrogen bontled carbonyl groups
above the isoti()|)i/ation transition of (he mesoj)hase suggests the existence of
lic|uid licjuiti micro|)hase sc|)ara(cd mor|)hology.
SS
Very high values (> 0.4) of the hard segment orientation function cannot
be attained by straining, and this is largely due to mechanical relaxation
accompaiiying the stiess-softening effect.
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The width at half height of the resolved bands varies with the degree
of strain, particularly in the disordered band. This is a common
problem when strongly overlapping bands are curve resolved.
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SliGMIiNTliD POLYURETHANE ELASTOMERS WITH
MONODISPERSE LIQUID CRYSTALLINE HARD SEGMENTS
4. SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION
5.1 Abstract
Segmented polyiirethaiie elastomers with monodisperse isomerically
pure hard segments (PUE) and isomerically mixed hard segments (LCPUE)
have been synthesized by treating amine-terminated hard segments with
poly(oxytetramcthylene) bischloroformate in the presence of an acid acceptor
Differential scanning calorimetry and wide-angle X-ray scattering experiments
show the existence of crystalline phases in the isomerically pure hard domains
of PUEs and a mesophase in the isomerically mixed hard domains of LCPUE,
respectively. Copolymerization and/or blending of the pure isomers (PUE)
destablize the crystalline phase, forming an enantiotropic mesophase in the
elastomer. Furthermore, Infrared spectroscopy shows the predominant
presence of ordered hydrogen bonded carbonyls in the crystalline phase and
disordered hydrogen bonded carbonyls in the mesophasic phase, respectively.
5.2 Introduction
Segmented liquid crystalline polyurethane elastomers (LCPUE) are
block copolymers composed of alternating litjuid crystalline hard and
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a.iiorphous soft segments. The thermodynamic incompability between the
hard and soft segments results in the aggregation of hard segments, forming
liquid crystalline domains acting as physical cross-links in the network. Due
to the nature of liquid crystalline phase, LCPUEs may be sensitive to external
mechanical, electric and magnetic fields, and exhibit properties characteristic
of both physically cross-linked elastomers and liquid crystalline materials over
a wide temperature range before the isotropization of the liquid crystalline
hard domains occurs. In previous papers, we have concluded that the flow
characteristics of the liquid crystalline phase in the LCPUIis was responsible
for the unusually large elongation at break.i.2 Furthermore, strain induced
hard segment reorganization into more stable cross-links, and resulted in
elastomers which could sustain high stress.^ Thus, LCPUE is not only
interesting from a processing point of view, but also because of the possibility
to achieve a highly oriented and perfected structure by mechanical
deformation.
The hard segment structure and polydispersity influenced the packing
order in the domains acting as multifunctional cross-links in segmented
polyurcthanc elastomers (PUE).^-'^' Therefore, it seemed to be important to
investigate the structure-property relationships with regard to the hard
domain ordering aspect in LCPUE. Our previous studies showed that both
the isomerically pure 2,4-tolylene diisocyanate and 2,6-tolylene
diisocyanate/4,4'-bis(6-hydroxyhexoxy)biphenyl based polyurethanes were
crystallizable.'" Copolymers obtained by using two isomeric mixtures and/or
blends of the isomerically pure polyurethanes destabilized the crystalline
phase, and led to the formation of an enantiotropic liquid crystalline phase."
The polyurethane elastomers discussed here contain these isomeric
polyurcthanc structures as the monodisperse hard segments, therefore, the
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resulting hard domains are crystalline and liquid crystalline, respectively. The
properties of these elastomers are compared in order to understand the phase
behavior of the hard domains.
Furthermore, in order to discriminate between the influence of isomeric
compositions and the effects of hard segment size or length distribution, we
synthesized model polyurethane elastomers (PUE 10a, 10b and LCPUE 11)
with monodisperse hard segments. The syntheses and characterization aie
reported in this paper and correlated with the structural features.
5.3 Experimental Section
5.3.1 Materials
2,4-Tolylene diamine and 2,6-tolylene diamine (both Fluka) were
purified through sublimation at 90 °C (0.02 mbar). Benzyl chloroformate
(Fluka) and phosgene (Messer-Griesheim) were used as received. The
syntheses of 4,4'-bis(6-hydroxyhexoxy)biphenyl (4)i and a-chlorocarbonyl-
co-chlorocarbonyloxypoly(oxytetramethylene) (9)'^'i2 ^^j-g carried out as
described elsewhere. Chloroform (techn. grade) was refluxed over P2O5 for
several hours and freshly distilled prior to use.
The syntheses of the isomeric segmented polyurethane elastomers (10a,
10b and 11) are outlined in Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3.
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II
+ CICOCHj-^^
R.
la: R,= CH3;R2=H
lb: R,= H; R2=CH3
CBON
H NH-
R,
3a: R,= CH3;R.=H
3b: R,= H;R2=CH3
I
HO(CH2)6 0
4
(CH2)60H
COCl-
C1C0(CH2)6 0
o
II
^ //-\ //-0(CH2)6 0CC1
7a: R,= CH3;R,=H
7b: R,= H;R2=CH3
Figure 5.1 The synthesis of amine-terminated oligourethane hard segment
model compounds
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7a or 7b
R
Cl-
H(0(CH,)J,,OH
8
cocu
o 0
C-<0(CH,),)^0-(^
-CI
--HN
o o
^^NHCOROCNH
R
R. R
O
II
0
NIIC(0(CH2)4),40C
X
10a: R,= CH3;R.=H
10b: Ri=H;R2=CH3
With R=
_(CH2)60-^]^^-<Q^O(CH2)6—
Figure 5.2 The synlhcsis of isomcrically pure segmented polyuretliane
elastomers (PUH)
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5.3.2 Synthesis
was
2-Amino-6-benzyloxycarhonylimino toluene (3a) and 2-amino-4-
henzyloxycarhonylimino toluene (3b)
A solution of 10 g (81 .9 mmol) diamine la or lb in methanol
acidified (pH 3-4) with 4 N HCl, then 14 g (81.9 mmol) benzylchloroformate
(2) in methylene chloride and a 4 N aqueous sodium hydroxide solution were
added dropwise so that the pH remained in the range of 3. After the addition
was completed, the reaction mixture was alkalized and stirred overnight. The
solution was again acidified and washed several times with chloroform to
extract diprotected diamine. After the mixture was brought to pH 12 with
concentrated NaOH solution, crude 3a or 3b was extracted with chloroform,
and dried over Na2S04. The solvent was then removed on a rotaiy
evaporator. Recrystallization from ethanol/cyclohexane yielded 22% 3a and
31 % 3b, respectively.
3a: IR (KBr): 3456, 3363 (NH); 1720 cm-i (C=0).
'H-NMR (CDCI3): 5= 2.0 (s, -CH3, 3H); 3.57 (br, -NH2, 2H); 5.18 (s,
C6H5CH2O-, 2H); 6.40 (s, -NHCOO-, IH); 6.52 (d, >C=CH-, IH); 7.02(m,
>C=CH-CH=CH-, 2H); 7.34 (m, C6H5CH2O-, 5H).
C15H16N2O2 (256.3) Calc. C 70.29 H 6.29 N 10.93
Found C 70.29 H 6.26 N 10.94
3b: IR (KBr): 3454, 3368 (NH); 1728 cm-i (C=0).
IH-NMR (CDCI3): 5= 2.0 (s, -CH3, 3H); 3.55 (br, -NH2, 2H); 5.16 (s,
C6H5CH2O-, 2H); 6.53 (d, >C=CH-, IH); 6.65 (s, -NHCOO-, IH); 6.90 (s,
>C=CH-, IH); 6.93 (d, >C=CH-, IH); 7.34 (m, C6H5CH2O-, 5H).
C15H16N2O2 (256.3) Calc. C 70.29 H 6.29 N 10.93
Found C 70.36 H 6.36 N 10.87
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4,4'- Bis(chl()rofonnylhexoxy)hiphenyl (5)
It was obtained in 92% yield by stirring diol-6 (4) with a five fold
excess of phosgene in THF for 4h and removing the remained phosgene and
solvent at high vacuum.
5: IR(KBr): 1789 cm-i (C=0).
m-NMR (CDCl,): 5= 1.50 (m,
-OCH^CH^CH^-, 8H); 1.80 (m,
-OCH2CH2-, 8H); 3.98 (t,
-C6H4OCH2-, 4H); 4.33 (t, CIOCOCH2-, 4H);
6.92 (d, >C=CH-, 4H); 7.45 (d,
-CH=C<, 4H).
4A'-Bisl{3-henzyl()xycarh(mylimino){2-methyl)phenylene{14mino
carhonyloxyhexyloxyji-hiphenyl (6a) and 4,4'-bis[{5-benzyloxy
carhonyliminoX2-methyl)phcmylene{l
-iminocarbonyloxyhexyloxy)]-
hiphenyl (6h)
The bischloroformate 5 (4 g, 7.8 mmol) dissolved in 50 ml dioxane was
added dropwise to a 50 ml CHCI3 solution of the ainine 3a or 3b (4.6 g,
1 8 inmol). Then, a 1 M aqueous solution of Na2C03 (20 ml, 20 mmol) were
added to complete the reaction. The organic layer was washed with 2 N HCl,
aqueous NaHCO., (5%) and water, and finally dried over Na2S04. Removing
the solvent on a rotary evaporator led to the pure urethane 6a (yield 99%) or
6b (yield 93%).
6a: IR(KBr): 3310 (NH); 1712 cm-i (C=0).
iH-NMR (DMSO-dfi): b= 1.45 (m, -OCH2CH2CH2-, 8H); 1.73 (m,
-OCH2CH2-, 8H); 2.04 (s, -CH3, 6H); 3.98 (t, -C6H4OCH2-, 4H); 4.05 (t,
-OCOCH2-, 4H); 5.12 (s, C6H5CH2O-, 4H); 6.96 (d, >C=CH-, 4H); 7.12 (m,
>C=CH-CH=CH-C<, 6H); 7.38 (m, C6H5CH2O-, lOH); 7.50 (d, >C=CH-,
4H); 8.07 (s, -NHOCOCH2CH2-, 2H); 9.04 (s, C6H5CH2OCONH-, 2H).
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6b: Ik (KB,): 3304 (NH); 1712 cm ' (C=0).
'n-NMK(CDCh): 6= I.4S (m,
-OrH.ril.CU
.
SII); 1.77 (m,
-OCII^Cilr, SH); 2. 17 (s, -Cil. 6H); 3.99 (t,
-Q.II.CKU-. 411); 4. 17 (I.
OCiK llr, 4H); 5. 10 (s. (V.H5CU2O-, 411); 6.36 (s, C;,l ICH^OCONH-,
2H); 6.67 (s,
-NU()C'(X'II,CI 1^-, 211); 6.91 (d, >C=CU-, 411); 7.07 (d.
>C=(U('I I.. 21 1); 7.20 (d, >C=CH-, 2H); 7.36 (n,, ( Va.CI !,()-, 10,
,);
7.44 (d, >C=CH-, 4H); 7.79 (d, >C=Cli-, 211).
CV.IIr.2N,(),o (951.1) Calc. C 70.72 116.59 N 5.89
Found ('70.75 H 6.52 N 5.S4
4.4' liisl(3-cnmno)(2-minhyl)i)^^^^^^^^
hip/irnyl (7a) and 4,4'-hisl(5-amino)(2-rmuhyl)/,lumylenc (/-
iminocdrhonyloxylu'xyloxy ) j-hiphcn yl (7h
)
6a Of 6b was dissolved in a 1 : 1 (v/v) inixtiiic of glacial acetic acid and
dioxaiic, and hydiogcnalcd for 4h under a 11, pressure of 10 bar at 55
with IM/(' as a catalyst. Alter removing the catalyst by lillralion and most of
Ihc solvent by evaporation, ci uiie 7a 01 7b was precipitated from the residue
upon the addition of concentrated aqueous NaOII solution (pll~l3). I'he
product was extracted with cldorolorni, the organic phase was dried over
Na2S(),i and then evaporated to chyness. Yield 7a:m
,
yield 7b: 91%.
7a: IR(KBr): 3450, 3329 (Nil); 1712cm ' ((^=0).
i|| NMK (DMSO-dr,): 8= 1 .04 (m, -0(M IjCI hCJi:-, KI I); 1.67 (m,
-OCll2Cli2-. «l I): 2.03 (s,
-C1J<, f>l D: 3.97 (t, -CftlUOCUr- 411); 4.03 (I,
-OCOCH2-. 411); 4.«() (br, N^i, 41 1); 6.46 (m, >C=CH-CH=CH-C<, 41 1);
6.79 (t, >C=C1 1-Cil-Cll-C<, 2H); 6.97 (d, >C=Cii . 4H): 7.5 1 (d.
>C=CH-,4H); 9.60 (,s, -Nil( '()() . 211).
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7b: IR (KBr): 3454, 3329 (NH); 1701 cm-i (C=0).
'H-NMR (CDCI3): b= 1.49 (m,
-OCH^CH^CH^-, 8H); 1.77 (m,
-OCH2CH2-, 8H); 2.10 (s,
-CH3, 6H); 3.63 (br,
-NH2, 4H); 3.99 (t,
-C6H4OCH2-, 4H); 4. 1 7 (t, -OCOCH2-, 4H); 6.33 (s,
-NHOCOCH2CH2-,
2H); 6.36 (d, >C=CH-, 4H); 6.68 (d, >C=CH-CH=, 2H); 6.95 (d, >C=CH-,
4H); 7.30 (s, >C=CH-, 2H); 7.43 (s, >C=CH-, 2H).
General procedure for the synthesis of the isomerically pure segmented
polyurethane elastomers (PUE 10a, lOb) and isomerically mixed liquid
crystalline polyurethane elastomer (LCPUE 11)
The oligourethane hard segment (7a, or 7b, or a 1 : 1 mole ratio mixture
of 7a and 7b) in dioxane/chloroform 1 : 1 (v/v) was reacted with the soft
segment precursor POTM-bischloroformate (9) in a 1 : 1 mole ratio, and a more
than two fold excess of a I M aqueous sodium carbonate solution was added
as a HCl-scavenger.«.y.i2 After stirring overnight, the organic layer was
washed with water until it was neutral. The polymer can be isolated by
precipitation of the reaction mixture in methanol at -20 °C, filtering off and
freeze drying from benzene.
Preparation of isomeric blends
Blends were prepared by codissolving the 2,4- PUE and 2,6- PUE at
5()°C in DMF, followed by precipitating into methanol atO°C, filtering, and
vacuum drying.
The list of the chemical shifts of the NMR spectra of the polymer
10a, 10b and 11 is given in Table 5.1 . Table 5.2 shows the average molar
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Table 5.2- Molar
...e^h„^
,,,,,,,
^^^^^^^^
Polymer MW MMD
2,6- PUE 10a
2,4- PUE 10b
LCPUE 11
43 500
23 200
37 500
1.23
2.17
2.36
3 M
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masses and molar mass distributions (MMD) of the polymers as obtained from
GPC measurements in CHCI3.
^•'^'^ Pol ymer Ch^iracterizMtinn Techniq ues^
Molecular weights relative to polystyrene standards were determined
by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) in CHCI3 as an eluent (30 °C) with
a flow rate of 1 ml/min. The GPC instrument was equipped with four Water
Ultrastyragel columns (500, U)\ 104, and 10^ A), and the measurements were
made by using a Waters 4 1 0 RI detector.
IH NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian XL-200 spectrometer.
TMS was used as an internal standaid.
A TA instrument 2910 differential scanning calorimeter was used to
determine the thermal transitions. Indium was used as a standard for
calibration. First-order transitions (e.g., mesophase-isotropic phase, ciystalline
isotropic phase, etc.) were taken as the maximum or minimum of the
endothermic or exothermic peaks.
X-ray powder diffraction patterns of the polymers were recorded using
Ni-filtered CuKa radiation in a Statton Camera. The X-ray camera length was
calibrated with CaCOs. In order to erase thermal histroy, X-ray samples were
brought to the isotropic state at 180 °C and then back to the room
temperature by the cooling rate of 10 K/min.
Infrared spectroscopic experiments were performed with an IBM
Model 32 Fourier transform infraied spectrometer. Data were collected at
4 cm-i resolution with a minimum of 48 scans. The sample films cast from
CHCI3 solution on KBr windows were sufficiently thin to be within an
absorbance range where the Beer-Lambert law was obeyed.
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^•^ Results and Disciiss^ion
^•"^•^ Constitution of the, Isnmerir^ SegmentedP^^
A polydispcisc hard segment length distribution is obtained in the
conventional polyurethane synthesis, resulting from the statistics of
polycondensation reactions, i.e., particularly from the residual amount of
diisocyanate monomer in the prepolymer mixture, which also reacts in the
chain extension step.^ HarrelFand Eisenbach«.'>.'2 treated amine-terminated
hard segments with p()ly(oxytetramethylene) bischloroformate in the presence
of an acid acceptor, and synthesized well-defined segmented model
polyurcthancs with molecularly uniform hard segments. It was found that the
narrowing of the hard segment size distribution changed the superstructure of
the macromolccular system and the material properties. It is our intent to
investigate isomeric structure-property relationships in LCPUEs without other
structural influences, such as hard segment polydispersity. Therefore,
nionodisperse hard segment intermediates were synthesized in a stepwise
manner (Mgure 5.1), and then employed as building blocks in the LCPUE
synthesis. Based on the different reactivity of the amine groups of 2,4- and
2,6-toIylene diamine,''' it is possible to protect only one of the two amino
groups in la or lb when the pll is controlled carefully during the reaction.
The benzyloxy terminated oligourethanes 6a and 6b are obtained by reacting
3a and 3b with diol-6-bischloroformate (5), respectively. After the removal of
the CBO-protecting groups, the diamines 7a and 7b can be isolated, which are
introduced into the PUE via a condensation reaction (Figure 5.2).
The copolymerization (Figure 5.3) results in a random distribution of
2,4- and 2,6-substituted tolylene along the chain, which eventually may
inlluence the structure of the hard domain, i.e., the mixing of two kinds of
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isomeric hard segments into one physical cross-Unking region.- The
-H NMR
.n Figure 5.4 shows that the chemical shifts (5) of methyl groups in 2,4- PUE
and 2,6- PUE are 2. 1 9 and 2. 1 4, respectively. The slight downfield shift in 2,4-
PUE could be explained by more deshielding of
-CH3, resulting from the
inductive effect of ortho- and para- urethanes. The different chemical shifts
and their peak integrations illustrate the equal molar ratio of 2,4- and 2,6-
substituted tolylene in both LCPUE copolymer and 50/50 blend.
5-4.2 Thermal Characterizntinn
Figure 5.5 shows DSC thermograms for isomeric polyurethane
elastomers at a heating rate of 10 K/min. The endotherms in both 2,4- and 2,6-
PUEs (10b and 10a, curves a and d) represent the melting of hard domain
crystallites. This assignment is in agreement with previous results that 2,4-
TDI-DioI-6 and 2,6-TDI-Diol-6 based polyurethanes were found to be
crystallizable. '<» '
'
Molecular symmetry of these hard segments and strong
intermolecular forces (e.g. hydrogen-bonding and dipole-dipole interaction)
provide a driving force for crystallization in the hard domain; thus, attainment
of haid segment close packing leads directly to a three-dimensional crystalline
structure. Another notable feature of 2,6- PUE is its symmetrical urethane
linkages, brought about by the position of the methyl group in 2,6-substituted
tolylene. This causes an increase of the melting temperature (Tm) and heat of
fusion (AH) (Table 5.3), as compared to those of 2,4- PUE.
The molecular symmetry of the hard segments along the chain in the
isomeric pure PUE 10a and 10b is significantly disturbed in the copolymer 11
with its random sequence of 2,4- and 2,6-TDI based hard segments; this is
expected to destabilize the crystalline phase relative to the liquid crystalline
phase, thus forming an enantiotropic mesophase. It is in agreement with X-ray
106
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Table 5.3 - Thermal properties of
2,4 - PUE 10b
2,6 - PUE 10a
LCPUE 11
50/50 Blend (w/w)
of 10a and 10b
isomeric polyurethane elastomers by DSC
T,/oC
65.0
143
118
131
a) The heat of fusion is related to the molar hard sea
AH (kJ/mol)^'
18.7
32.1
19.5
15.7
ment vveinht fraction
»
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diffraction pattern shown in Figure 5.7c. Compared with the melting
tran,sition of 2,6- PUE, the endotherm in LCPUE 1 1 (curve b) which
corresponds to the isotropization of the mesophase is shifted to lower
temperature with a decreased enthalpy. The unusual breadth of this
endotherm reflects the lack of uniformity of the tnesophasic domains. It could
be caused by the domain size distribution and the influence of the structure of
the interfacial region.
Blending of 2,4- PUE and 2,6- PUE in equal molai- ratio and an
additional thermal treatment of sample change the original crystalline structure
of each isomer. Compared with thermal data of isomerically pure 2,6- and 2,4-
PUEs, the shift of transition temperature and change of enthalpy in a 50/50
blend (curve c) clearly illustrate a large degree of mixing of two kinds of hard
segments into the physical crosslinks. The mixing of the isomers is a result of
transurethanification, which occurs at the high temperature. It scrambles the
distribution of isomers on the polymeric chains, thus an enantiotropic
mesophase is formed. The isotropization of mesophase in the blend occurs at
a higher temperature than that in the copolymer, and it may suggest the
residual ciystallites of 2,6- PUE exist. A small endotherm occurs at ca. 45 °C,
and may suggest the residual crystallites of 2,4- PUE exist.
Figure 5.6 shows that the isotropization of LCPUEs with monodisperse
and polydisperse hard segments occurs in the same temperature range from
80 C to 144 C. However, there is a distinct exotherm in the polydisperse
sample heating trace, separating the isotropization into two parts. According
to our previous studies, this was attributed to the reorganization of
polydisperse haid segments into thermodynamically more stable phase during
heating, followed by complete isotropization at higher temperature.
i
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o
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.7 Room-temperature X-ray dilTraction patterns of uiioricnted
isomeric polyurethaiie elastomers: (a) 2,6- PUE 10a (b) 2,4
PUE 10b (c) LCPUE 11 (d) a 50/50 blend of lOa/lOb
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Obviously, such a ,hen.al reorganization does not occur in ,he n,onodisperse
sample.
'^^•4.3 X-rav Dift'nu finn
In order to understand the segmental conformation, Eisenbach et al/U2
studied the occurrence of the extended or folded hard segments in segmented
polyurethanes, and determined that it was influenced by the flexibility of units
between the urethane groups. Papadimitrakopoulos et al.'" investigated the
structures of homopolymers of 2,4- PUE and 2,6- PUE hard segments. The
absence of gauche conformations in the hexamethylene spacer was confirmed,
and this led to fully extended conformations of each hard segment.
Figures 5.7a and b show the X-ray diffraction patterns of unoriented
2,4- and 2,6- PUEs at room temperature. The well-defined rings in these
patterns manifest the crystalline characteristics of hard domains. The major
features of 2,6- PUE (10a) are a strong, broad reflection at d=l 8.2 A and a
strong, sharp one at d=4.8 A. In addition, three weak reflections at d=5.5 A,
4.5 A and 3.
1
A are observed. Four repeats of 1 8.2 A give a length of 72.8 A,
which is close to the C-axis length of 73.2 A in a fully extended 2,6- PUE hard
segment dimer.'o Thus, one may conclude that the monodisperse hard
segments crystallize in the fully extended conformation, and the 18.2 A
spacing can be explained as a strong 002 reflection from highly ordered hard
segment crystals in 2,6- PUE.
The diffraction pattern of 2,4- PUE (10b) is different from that of
2,6- PUE. It shows a strong, sharp reflection at d=3.9 A, two strong, broad
ones at d=4.5 A and d=17.8 A. Two weak reflections are also observed at
2.5 A and 2.9 A. The different diffraction patterns aiise from the unequivalent
hard segment packing in isomeric PUEs, attributed to the steric effect that the
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methyl group of the tolylene ring asserts on the carbonyl groups of the
groups, and causes them to rotate out of the plane of the phenyl The
equmbnum torsional angle of the phenyl-urethane is determined from the
combined effect of phenyl-urethane stenc mteract.ns, H-bondmg and chain
packmg. However, in 2,4- PUE, only one urethane group . ortho to the
methyl group, and the second one is not mfluenced by the stenc effect. Thus,
it causes the different crystalline packing of isomeric hard domains.
Two diffuse reflections (d=4.5 A and d=17.8 A) are observed in the
LCPUE copolymer X-ray diffraction results (Figure 5.7c). The outer ring
occurring at 4.5 A corresponds to the chain spacing and reflects the inegular
packing of the hard segments within the mesophase. The crystalline phase in
the copolymer is destabilized, and a mesophase is formed.
The effect of blending on domain structure is shown in Figure 5.7d.
One can observe a sharp reflection at d=3.9 A, two broad ones at d=4.5 A and
d=l 7.8 A. It indicates that those isomeric hard segments are able to mix after
transurethanification to form a mesophase in hard domain. However, the
additional reflection at d=3.9 A and the thermal trace (curve C in Figure 2)
may suggest the existence of residual isomerically pure crystallites.
5.4.4 Infrared Spectroscopy
Infrared spectroscopy is widely used to study chain-chain interactions
and conformational order in polymers. The molecular interactions are related
to the nature of the phase which determines the relative arrangement of
functional groups. Therefore, one may investigate the dependence of the
mesophase and/or crystalline microstructure on moleculai- interactions using
this technique.
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F.gure 5.8 shows the infra,ed spectra of isomeric polyurethane
elastomers in the amide I reg.on. One can clearly observe three different
urethane carbonyl absorbances at 1735, 1712 and 1692 cm-., conesponding
to non-hydrogen bonded, disordered hydrogen bonded and ordered
hydrogen bonded carbonyls, respectively. From our previous studies ^ both
ordered and disordered hydrogen bonded C=0 groups can be present in both
mesophase and crystalline phase. However, the predominant presence of
ordered C=0 occurs in the crystalline phases, as indicated by the spectra of
2,6- and 2,4- PUEs. Crystallizable hard segments aggregate and form an
ordered three-dimensional lattice, interacting by hydrogen bonding formed
between them.
In the mesophase, the disordered hydrogen bonded C=0 groups are
dominant. The irregular packing of hard segments prevents them from
interacting in an ordered pattern.
The presence of C=0 groups at 1735 cm-i in all samples indicates that
some urethane groups aie free from hydrogen bonding, and may exist at the
interface and/or within the soft segment matrix.
5.5 Conclusion
The aggregation of isomerically pure hard segments results in
crystalline physical cross-links in both 2,4- and 2,6- PUEs. Moleculai"
symmetry of these isomers and the ordered hydrogen bonding provide a
driving force for crystallization in the haid domain. The difference of 2,4- PUE
and 2,6- PUE crystalline phases is attributed to the unequivalent steric effect
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Conclusions;
The formation of a mesophase in segmented liquid crystalline
polyurethanes is achieved by the self-assembly of the hard segments. Wide-
angle X-ray scattering and infrared spectroscopic studies of LCPUE show that
the elastic deformation can orient the mesophase and lead to macroscopic
anisotropy in the material.
A broad viscoelastic solid/liquid transition is observed by rheology.
The isothermal consecutive frequency sweep method has been applied to
identify the viscoelastic transition at 106 °C and shows the existence of a
critical physical gel.
Infrared spectroscopic stuides show that the amide I mode of LCPUE is
well resolved into three constituents corresponding to ordered hydrogen
bonded, disordered hydrogen bonded and free C=0. In the unstrained
sample, there is the large amount of disordered hydrogen bonded carbonyl
band. Elastic deformation reduces the disorder in the mesophase, shown by a
substantial area increase of the ordered hydrogen bonded amide I band at
1694 cm-i.
Molecular symmetry and ordered hydrogen bonding of monodisperse
isomerically pure hard segments in both 2,4- and 2,6- PUEs provide a drivnig
force for crystallization in the hard domain. The difference of 2,4- PUE and
2,6- PUE crystalline phases is attributed to the unequivalent steric effect that
the methyl group of the tolylene rine assert, on th. u ,y 'ic l g s the carbonyl groups of the
urethane linkages.
An enantiotropic mesophase is formed by copolymerization and/or
blending of isomerically m.xed hard segments in LCPUE and a 50/50 blend of
isomers. The predom.nan, presence of disordered hydrogen bonded carbonyl
groups further illustrates the irregular packing of hard segments within the
mesophase.
6.2 Future Work
The potential applicability of LCPUE as one of the commercial
thermoplastic elastomers has been a matter of great interest. As an outcome of
this thesis, one may conclude that the good mechanical properties of these
materials result from the inherent ability of the liquid crystalline domain to
form easily an elongated superstructure under mechanical fields. Evidently,
future work is needed to compaie the structure-property relationships of
segmented polyurethane elastomers with liquid crystalline, crystalline and
glassy haid domains. By vaiying the chemistry of the hard segment, one may
synthesize 2,6-TDI-Diol-6 (crystalline) and 2,4-TDI-butanediol (glassy) based
segmented polyurethanes, and directly coirelate the effect of the haid phase
upon the mechanical properties of each material.
Liquid crystalline elastomers (LCE) have attracted considerable
attention for their stress-induced optical properties. Finkelmann et al^-^
studied chemically cross-linked liquid crystalline side-chain polymers, and
found the material demonstrated the combined properties known from both
low molecular weight liquid crystalline materials and conventional elastomers.
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Furthermore, n,echanical deformaUons of the network led to a .macroscopic
onentation of the liquid crystalline phase and converted a turbid polydomain
.sa,r,ple to an optically transparent monodomain. I, see,«s interesting to
conduct a parallel study in matn-chain liquid crystalline elastomers, ,n which
the aggregation of mesogenic units forms as phy.sical cross-links. One may
also observe these mechamcally induced optical properties, which can be used
a,s passive optical sen.sors and for storage application.
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